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Abstract

3D video applications are growing increasingly common as the required infrastruc-

ture and technology to stream 3D video becomes more predominant. However, the

quality of displayed videos may fluctuate due to packet failure as an integral part of

either wired or wireless streaming networks. Therefore, more robust methods of video

streaming have always been fascinating to show more favourable efficiency outcomes.

This thesis first examines different video streaming techniques and compares the

pros and cons of each technique. It then introduces a new streaming method that

applies to 3D video for live video streaming applications especially for a sporting

event or other live video applications.

To this end, the thesis describes how a 3D video is captured and represented, and

how humans perceive the 3D scene. Considering the pros and cons of current video

streaming techniques and intended applications, the proposed method introduces a

new multiple description coding (MDC) method focusing on interesting objects of the

scene, called the region of interest (ROI). It is worth mentioning that a new technique,

using the scene’s depth information, is used to extract the ROI. This technique is not

as complex as learning algorithms are, and there is no need to train the algorithm.

Since the human eye is more sensitive to objects than pixels, this method can also

provide better performance from the point of subjective assessment (which is out of

focus of this thesis) because the proposed method focuses on important objects of the

scene and assigns more bandwidth to them.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

3D displays have long been favoured by moviegoers. Since September 27, 1922, when

the first 3D film, “The Power of Love,” was displayed at the Ambassador Hotel

theater in Los Angeles, viewers have been drawn to the enhanced experience of 3D

displays [1]. The film producer in that early case was Harry K. Fairall, one of the

pioneers of stereoscopy. Although the film is no longer available, it was a projected

dual-strip in the now-classic red and green anaglyph format. Until the last decade, 3D

movies were limited to public displays because of hardware and software limitations.

New technological advancement in hardware and software over the past few decades

has made it possible for the ordinary family to watch 3D movies at home.

According to [2], 3D videos can be represented in three different ways: panoramic

video, stereoscopic video, and multiview video. Briefly, panoramic video or omnidi-

rectional video is “an extension of a 2D video display plane into a spherical surface in

order to make audience able to see around the object and transfer the feeling of being

surrounded in a 3D scene” [2]. Stereoscopic video is a subset of multiview video, since

stereoscopic video captures only two adjacent views, compared to multiview video,

which captures a multiplicity of views. Stereoscopic video requires less resources than

multiview video. The simpler camera adjustments, lower disk space, reduced process-

ing power, and lower bandwidth requirements of stereoscopic video make it the most

popular of the three 3D video technologies. In general, stereoscopic video can be pro-

duced using one of these methods: 2D to 3D conversion, dual-camera configuration,

or a 3D/depth-range camera, which will be explained in Chapter 2 [2, 3].

1
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Figure 1.1: Consumer internet video traffic in North America 2016-2021.

1.1.1 General Video Streaming

The development of digital communication systems has accelerated the growth of

wired and wireless communications to the extent that everyone is now able to use

multimedia applications, such as TV on-demand, video conferencing, online games,

social media applications, etc. on mobile devices everywhere. Due to such ubiquitous

accessibility of multimedia communication, bandwidth demands have dramatically

increased and therefore, old communication technologies are no longer able to support

transmission. As can be seen in Figure 1.1, it is estimated that the video content data

traffic in North America will triple by the end of next year compared to five years ago

(from 15K petabytes per month in 2016 to 45K petabytes per month in 2021) [4].

As of the first quarter of 2020, Netflix had over 182 million paying subscribers

which is about 60% of total subscribers streaming services. According to The Wall

Street Journal [5], Netflix statistics reveal that the company’s subscribers increased

by over 16 million subscribers across the world. Such an increase in the number of

subscribers made Netflix the most-used video streaming service of 2020. One reason
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for such an increase could be the 2020 coronavirus pandemic, which highlights the

importance of video streaming in the current lock-down situation. Deloitte also claims

that online media streaming benefits from the coronavirus pandemic [6].

To add even more pressure to bandwidth capacity, ultra HD (UHD) TV and

3D/multiview videos are becoming more popular among multimedia users. Cisco

estimates the number of installed UHD TV sets will have doubled by 2023 compared

to those installed in 2018 [7].

Furthermore, the live streaming industry is growing very fast. For example, a

report shows that “live video grew by 93%, with an average viewing time of 26.4

minutes per session” [8]. In addition, quality has always been important for users of

online streaming services. According to [9] platforms with lower quality videos run

the risk of losing about 25% of their revenue. This emphasizes the importance of

correcting errors that happen in communication channels when a video is streamed.

1.1.2 Sport Event Streaming

One popular video broadcast service is sport event streaming, which has attracted

large audiences.

According to [10], most TV viewers in the United States watch live sport com-

petitions. As shown in Figure 1.2, about 154 million observers in the United States

watched live sport events at least once per month in 2019. This number is expected

to rise to over 160 million by 2024.

As another example, it can be claimed that the FIFA World Cup, played every

four years, is the most widely watched sporting event in the world. For the most

recent FIFA World Cup event, the 2018 FIFA World Cup tournament, stats show

that more than 3.5 billion people tuned into the competition [11]about half of the

world population in 2018 [12]. Furthermore, the total revenue was projected to be six

billion dollars, an increase of 25 percent over 2014 (about $5 billion total revenue).

According to FIFA, the broadcast revenue of the 2018 World Cup was projected to rise

to three billion dollars [11]. This tournament is only one example of many sporting

events that take place every year around the world to emphasize how sport event

streaming is beneficial and worthy of investment by video streaming companies.

In addition to the large revenue and huge number of viewers, the largest share of

fans are young people, who are no longer passive and limited to broadcast TV. Today,

young fans are looking for immersive experiences that let them interact more. They
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Figure 1.2: Live sport event streaming in the United States in 2020.

are used to working with interactive media and virtual reality, which gives users the

feeling of being part of the event. Virtual reality can improve the user experience of

a sporting event. Some systems allow the users to walk through a stadium, which

helps them when purchasing a ticket to actually attend the event. Companies like

Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and YouTube offer virtual reality services, which are

gaining increasing attention; however, it is still quite challenging and expensive to

generate high-quality virtual reality content [13].

The coronavirus pandemic has also increased the attention given to sport event

streaming, as some fans would rather not attend a stadium physically. Pandemic

concerns aside, fans can save money on parking tickets, commuting expenses, and ac-

commodation. Even after the current lock-downs lift, it is expected that stadiums will

not be able to host competitions with their stands at full capacity. Social distancing

will be maintained even after the spread of this virus is contained. Sport streaming

also gives the audience the ability to follow synchronous competitions, which are usu-

ally common in large tournaments. In such situations, 3D/multiview streaming can
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increase the enjoyment and interaction of users when watching sport competitions

compared to formerly 2D streaming.

Producing 3D/multi-view video requires a multiple-camera setup, which is quite

expensive; however, sport events are currently captured via multiple high-end cameras

from different positions. For instance, in the FIFA Womens World Cup 2015, matches

were captured and broadcast using more than twenty cameras [13]. Such a set up is

another reason that this thesis targets sport event streaming as the major application

for its discoveries.

1.2 Motivation

Smolic and Kimata described 3D videos in technical terms as “geometrically cali-

brated and temporally synchronized (group of) video data or image-based rendering

using video input data”. [14]; They also added in [14], that a 3D video can be defined

as video based rendering. Therefore, 3D videos provide the sensation of depth by

adding a depth dimension to former 2D videos at the expense of increasing demand

for resources, such as processing power, memory, and bandwidth. In this regard, first,

consumers must upgrade most of their current equipment. For example a 3D-capable

HDTV is the obvious prerequisite. Historically, the next item had been a 3D capable

Blu-ray player; although, with the advent of new video coding standards and also high

data rate communications infrastructure, 3D videos are accessible using VOD (Video

On Demand) services like VuDu (which is now offering 3D movies in the USA).

The main challenge of these emerging technologies is to adapt them into existing

communication infrastructure. Due to limited resources, channel failure has always

been seen as an inherent difficulty in multimedia communication and needs to be

mitigated. To this end, video coding standard organizations and researchers have

recently introduced more efficient 3D video coding standards and methods.

To see how limited resources affect users’ experience, we need to explain how 3D

videos are captured, encoded, and streamed (see Chapter 2). Briefly, every 3D video

frame contains depth information of objects in addition to the colour information

that was already available in 2D videos. So, to store or stream the depth information

(or multi-view displays), more memory and bandwidth are required.

Even though new memory technology promises fast and high volume production,
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it is still challenging to store the enormous volume of 3D video data effectively. Cur-

rently, 4K TV boxes, like Apple TV, Roku, Fire TV, or other Android-based TV

boxes, with the required storage, RAM, and processing power to support 4K resolu-

tion display, are accessible everywhere.

In addition to memory and processing power restriction, bandwidth limitation,

network fluctuation, and unreliable communication are bottlenecks of today’s mul-

timedia communication and can affect users’ experiences dramatically. However the

common packet switching network was invented to deal with the problem of transport-

ing bursty data traffic and is characterized as a best effort service with no guarantee

of fixed bandwidth allocation.

As a major solution to tackle the high load of data traffic in the network, video

compression is crucial to decrease the demand for bandwidth. For the last 30 years,

researchers have tried to introduce new methods of compression, scalability, and adap-

tation in this regard. From the first digital video coding standard in 1984, i.e., ITU-T

H.120, to the most recent one in 2013, i.e., High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC),

several video coding standards have been designed or modified to compress or stream

video data efficiently and dynamically [15]. Regarding 3D/multiview, the multiview

profile was added to the MPEG2 video coding standard in 1998 [16]. The Joint Video

Team (JVT) also added the multiview extension to the H264/AVC in 2003 [17–19].

Although with the advent of HEVC, the major step to delivering an HD video to

consumers has been achieved, challenges and opportunities for the researchers still

exist to enhance the video streaming services efficiency.

Packet loss occurs when a data packet travelling across a computer network is

not delivered to its destination. Packet loss is usually caused by network congestion;

however, its source may derive from other factors, such as device performance, soft-

ware issues, and faulty hardware or cabling. Network congestion increases packet

delay and finally results in dropping packets. Bandwidth delay, propagation delay,

store and forward delay, and querying delay contribute to network latency. Network

routers are usually the most important source of latency on the end-to-end path. The

more links and router hops data must traverse, the larger the end-to-end latency can

be.

ITU-T Recommendation G.114 [20] recommends a one-way delay of less than 400

ms for general network planning. Delays lower than 400ms for highly interactive tasks,

such as voice calls, interactive data applications, and video conferencing make for a
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Table 1.1: Response time requirements [21].

Application One way delay reference

Conversational voice

<150 ms preferred

<400 ms limit

G.1010 [23]

TS 22.105 [24]

<150 ms TR-126 [25]

Videophone
<150 ms preferred

<400 ms limit

G.1010 [23]

TS 22.105 [24]

Interactive games

<200 ms
G.1010 [23]

TR-126 [25]

<75 ms preferred TS 22.105 [24]

<50 ms (objective) TR-126 [25]

Web browsing

<2 s/page preferred

<4 s/page acceptable

G.1010 [23],

TR-126 [25]

<4 s/page TS 22.105 [24]

Table 1.2: Canada peak and off-peak latency comparison [22]

Technology Peak Hour Latency Off-Peak Hour Latency

Cable/HFC 14 msec 13 msec

DSL 12 msec 12 msec

FTTH 4 msec 4 msec

much better user experience. Table 1.1 shows the one-way delay recommended by

the ITU, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), and the Broadband Forum

for different applications [21]. Table 1.2 shows peak and off-peak latency for different

transmission technologies from volunteers located within a 150km radius of Halifax,

Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver [22]. Therefore for very long distant transmission,

like intercontinental transmission, packet latency can play a critical role for live video

streaming.

Network traffic is usually protected from packet loss by TCP/IP (Transmission

Control Protocol over Internet Protocol). TCP/IP establishes the communication
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channel and continuous handshaking between the transmitter and the receiver to

guarantee the delivery of data over the internet. The receiving terminal acknowl-

edges all received packets and requests any lost packets be re-sent. Requiring receipt

acknowledgments for every packet dramatically reduces the bandwidth efficiency. The

TCP/IP protocol is consequently not suited for real-time video streams. Communi-

cation over the TCP/IP protocol is highly inefficient, especially over long distances.

In addition, buffering happens in every router between the sender and the receiver,

which introduces enormous transmission delays. Therefore, low latency streaming is

not feasible using TCP-based protocols like MPEG-DASH.

In contrast to TCP, UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is a connectionless protocol,

lightweight, and fast, but it discards erroneous packets. It is compatible with packet

broadcasts and multicasting, and its lack of retransmission delays makes it suitable

for real time applications such as live video streaming.

There are three methods in communication systems to avoid or correct packet

failure: Forward Error Correction (FEC), Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ), and

Error Resilient Coding (ERC) [26].

Forward Error Correction adds redundant data to the original data in the trans-

mitter. It is not suited for a communication channel with strong noise. Automatic

Repeat Request is another error control and packet recovery approach for data trans-

mission that outperforms live video streaming or very large file transmission. The

latency added by ARQ depends on the retransmission process or round-trip time

between the transmitter and receiver. The ERC approach (like Multiple description

coding (MDC)) is resilient against packet corruption or noise by adding redundant

bits before transmission.

The multiple description coding (MDC) method is our method of choice due to its

suitability for noisy channels. MDC avoids packet failure because it creates multiple

complementary and separately-decodable descriptions [27]. In the next chapter, we

will describe FEC, ARQ, and different methods of ERC to explain why MDC is our

method of choice in this thesis.

1.3 Problem Statement

With the recent emergence of 3D TV technologies, video service providers now have

an opportunity to stream live 3D videos over networks. 3D video streaming, like
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sport streaming which is popular with audiences nowadays, transmits massive data

volumes, usually over long distance networks. Such transmissions require significantly

increased bandwidth; with a lower latency compared to the normal data transmis-

sion applications. Network congestion and packet loss is more probable for such an

application and needs to be mitigated.

For such video applications, retransmission is unacceptable or infeasible due to

the long Round Trip Time (RTT) experienced on long distance networks. If the loss

rate is greater than the value that the FEC scheme is designed initially, recovery of

lost packets is not possible.

1.4 Research direction and contributions

As argued in Section 1.3, the increased demand for resources (including higher band-

width and lower latency) in 3D sport streaming applications results in higher packet

loss. Current methods of 3D video compression and streaming rely on the former 2D

video compression and streaming methods, which are not efficient.

MDC as a major error resilient method of video streaming is the method of choice

in this thesis. It fixes the errors that occur in one description by considering other

error free descriptions. MDC is not without its drawbacks. It contributes to encoding

inefficiency, as it decreases dependency between data in each description [27]. Tem-

poral MDC, the most common MDC method, may not be suitable for live 3D sport

event streaming, which requires low latency, especially in error-prone networks and

over long distances. Therefore, to apply an MDC method to a 3D video, we need

to first look for the best-suited MDC type for live stream communication such as

sport event streaming; second, to increase MDC performance regarding what type of

data needs to be added in each description. Also, as human eyes are more sensitive

to objects than pixels, is it best to divide the video data into descriptions without

considering the importance of a scene’s objects?

Therefore, this thesis

• describes how 3D videos are captured, streamed, and displayed;

• examines various methods of video streaming to find the most appropriate ap-

proach to tackle the packet loss that happens in error prone networks;
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• surveys different methods of layered video coding and multiple description cod-

ing;

• introduces a new MDC method considering important objects of the scene and

examines its performance.

The introduced method assigns more bandwidth in each description to the impor-

tant objects of the scene. This way the coding efficiency does not drop significantly

because the enhanced data in each description is highly dependent on the original data

of that description. It is efficiently compressed using differential pulse code modula-

tion. Moreover, important objects are decoded with a better quality, improving users’

experience, as human eyes are more sensitive to objects than pixels.

Generally, when a video is recorded, there are one or more important objects in the

foreground in addition to usually not important objects located in the background.

To extract the important objects, this thesis uses the fact that the depth map image of

a 3D video contains low frequency contents since the depth information of pixels of an

object are very close to each other. We introduce a simple algorithm to extract those

objects first and then add important objects’ color information to each description.

1.5 Publications

The following is a list of publications generated during the course of the Ph.D. pro-

gram.

1. E. Rahimi, C. Joslin, Video Spatiotemporal Multiple Description Coding Con-

sidering Region of Interest, In Proceedings of the 15th International Joint Con-

ference on Computer Vision, Imaging and Computer Graphics Theory and Ap-

plications - Volume 4: VISAPP, 474-481, 2020 , Valletta, Malta.

2. E. Rahimi, C. Joslin, Reliable 3D video streaming considering region of inter-

est, In EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing volume 2018, Article

number: 43, 2018.

3. J. McAvoy, E. Rahimi, C. Joslin, Low Complex Image Resizing Algorithm us-

ing Fixed-point Integer Transformation,In Proceedings of the 13th International
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Joint Conference on Computer Vision, Imaging and Computer Graphics The-

ory and Applications - Volume 4: VISAPP, 143-149, 2018 , Funchal, Madeira,

Portugal.

4. E. Rahimi, C. Joslin, 3D Video Multiple Description Coding Considering Re-

gion of Interest, In Proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Com-

puter Vision Theory and Application, 2017, Porto, Portugal.

1.6 Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 introduces 3D/Multiview video capturing, representing, and stream-

ing. It provides a background on the error robust method of video streaming

focussed on multiple description coding. The chapter concludes by representing

the state of the art.

• Chapter 3 more fully introduces the method of choice. The implementation

algorithm will be explained in this chapter.

• Chapter 4 presents the experiments and results.

• Chapter 5 describes a summary of this work, along with proposed future research

directions.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 3D/Multiview Video Capturing, Represent-

ing, and streaming

The beginning of 3D TV goes back to 1838, when the stereoscope was invented by

an English scientist, Sir Charles Wheatstone. He showed that when two pictures

are viewed stereoscopically, the human brain combines them to produce 3D depth

perception [28]. Today, with the help of recent technological developments, including

3D displays, real-time video processing capabilities, and telecommunication services

such as 5G, we are now facilitating access to 3D/multiview applications in audiences’

homes easily.

Before talking about various 3D/multiview streaming methods, in this chapter,

we are going to explain how 3D videos are captured, displayed, and transmitted.

2.1.1 3D Video perception

The human eyes in the horizontal plane are located 65 mm apart, approximately [29].

Therefore, scenes are captured by our eyes from each eye’s different perspective, result-

ing in depth information of the scene also known as retinal disparity [29]. Typically,

depth information gained by the human eye is called depth cue.

Depth cues can be obtained from different sources such as:

• the focal depth cue can be measured based on the refractive power of the human

eyes to produce a clear image at different distances from it;

• the binocular depth cue comes from retinal disparity;

12
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Figure2.1:Importanceofthedepthcuesbasedonthedistanceoftheeyesfroman
object.

•pictorialdepthcuessuchasshadows,texturescaling,etc.arehighlightedfor

largedistances;

•themotionparallaxcue,alsoknownastheheadparallaxiscausedbyhead

motionanddescribesasituationinwhichcloserobjectstoviewer’seyesseem

tomovefasterthanfurtherobjects.

Althoughdepthcuesareobtainedfromseveralresources,itisthebinoculardis-

paritydepthcuethatisusedwithstereoscopicvideos.AscanbeseeninFigure2.1,

theimportanceofdepthcuesisvariedfordifferentdistances[30].

2.1.2 3D/MultiviewVideoRepresentation

AsdescribedbyMPEG-3DAV,3Dvideoscanbecapturedandrepresentedasstereo-

scopicvideoormultiviewvideo[2,17].Itisworthmentioningthat3Dvideoscan

alsobecapturedanddisplayedbyahybridmethod.Forexample,3Dvideocanbe

capturedbyanarrayofcameras(multiviewmethod)butrepresentedasstereoscopic

video.Thismethod,called“Freeviewpoint”byTanimoto[31],gainsfromthemo-

tionparallaxdepthcue,whichcouldbeobtainedbythemultiviewmethod,whileless

bandwidthisrequiredtodeliverthe3Dvideo.Thefollowingisabriefdescriptionof

different3Dvideorepresentations:

•Multiviewvideorepresentationcanbeconsideredasthegeneralcaseofall3D

videorepresentations. Withthistypeofrepresentation,anobjectisviewedfrom

differentviewdirections,althoughthedisplayviewdirectionisnotlimitedto

capturedviewsdirections,andnovelviewscanbemadeviainterpolationof
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the real camera view directions. In order to be used commonly, this type of

representation needs to be delayed until the necessary infrastructure and more

effective compression encoders are available, as multiview video requires more

storage space, bandwidth availability, and processing power. Free viewpoint

television (FTV) and surveillance are some typical applications of this type of

representation [32].

• With stereoscopic representation, a video captures only from two adjacent views

of a scene like human eyes. On the other hand, stereoscopic video is a special

case of multiview that needs fewer resources of storage space, bandwidth avail-

ability, and processing power. Therefore stereoscopic videos are more common-

place [32].

• To gain the advantage of multiview video representation, i.e., having an arbi-

trary view and the advantage of stereoscopic video representation, i.e., requiring

less bandwidth availability, the scene can be captured by an array of cameras

as a multiview video but the two views closer to the position of the observer’s

head would be chosen and streamed toward the receiver. The decoder uses the

received views to reconstruct the stereoscopic video for the user. Therefore for

this type of representation, feedback needs to be sent by the receiver for each

time slot to let the encoder know which views need to be chosen for the next

time slot. This way, a motion parallax depth cue, which is ignored by the ba-

sic stereoscopic representation, would be exploited to produce a more effective

3D video representation. Such an approach, called “Free viewpoint,” also can

interpolate for a virtual view to find the best view close to the observer’s head

position [31,33].

The stereoscopic video representation with its simple camera adjustments, lower

space disk, and bandwidth requirements make it the most popular of the three 3D

video representations. To produce stereoscopic video, one of the following methods

is used:

• 2D to 3D conversion: This method produces the depth information from an

existent 2D video using different algorithms [34–44]. As an example of such

algorithms, Philips announced the WOWvx BlueBox that provides a 3D clip

from a 2D video in a semiautomatic algorithm [44]. One important concern
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regarding the 2D to 3D conversion method is to have an automatic real time

conversion from 2D video into 3D video. Sisi et al. have clarified the differ-

ences between off-line and on-line algorithms of 2D to 3D conversion and then

explained the principles required for the online algorithms [42]. Harman et al.

described an algorithm of a 2D to 3D conversion method in which the depth

information can be derived from the motion data, although it is not applicable

for all 2D videos [36]. In work done by Konrad et al. [43], two automatic types

of conversion, i.e., point mapping and depth map estimation, are developed

for some special videos. Another approach, presented by Lai et al. in [41],

estimates depth information from a 2D video considering motion information,

linear perspective, and texture characteristics. More efficiently, Chang et al.

have introduced an adaptive approach to refine a depth map obtained by a 2D

to 3D conversion algorithm [39].

• Dual camera configuration: The basic and economical method of capturing

a 3D scene is recording it with a stereo camera because there is no need for

preprocessing in the video player to display the 3D video. Depth information

estimated with this method can vary according to the shooting parameters, such

as base distance, convergence distance, and focal length. Base distance means

the horizontal distance between the two cameras, and convergence distance

describes the distance between cameras and the intersection point of both views’

axes. Generally, there are two types of camera configuration for capturing

a 3D video with a stereo camera: parallel camera configuration and toed-in

camera configuration [2]. Both types of configuration produce left and right

views, and no more processes are required to display the 3D video in the video

player. Between these two types of configuration, parallel camera configuration

outperforms in terms of geometrical distortion [45]. For example, the keystone

effect (also known as tombstone effect) is caused when the view axes are not

perpendicular to the projection plane, which is more likely in the toed-in camera

configuration. The keystone effect distorts the image dimensions so that a

square looks like a trapezoid. In addition, the depth plane curvature is usually

prevented in the parallel configuration. Depth plane curvature distorts an image

so that objects placed in the center of the image seem closer to the observer’s

eye compared to the objects located in the corners of the image [46].
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• 3D/Depth-range cameras: Another method of producing 3D video is cap-

turing images with a depth-range camera. This method, which is used by

ZcamTM [47], Axi-vision [48], or Kinect [49] captures 2D video along with an as-

sociated sequence of depth information obtained via light or ultrasound pulse.

Therefore to display 3D video in the player, left and right views need to be

generated from a 2D image plus depth map image.

As mentioned earlier, this thesis mainly focuses on the color image plus depth map

image representation, which can be derived from either left and right views or depth-

ranges cameras. Clearly, the depth map image mainly contains depth information of

the scene objects, and due to the nature of real objects, such information rarely con-

tains high-frequency components [2]. Therefore depth information can be compressed

more effectively than color image, and consequently bandwidth and memory space

will be saved much more compared to the left and right views [2,50]. Also, 3D scene

reconstruction can be adapted according to the users’ preferences. For example, a

user can watch a video from a novel view different from the captured views because

the stereoscopic representation is not limited to existent views, as 3D image warping

is done by the receiver [2].

It is worth mentioning the depth map image using by this thesis has a similar

spatio-temporal resolution as the color image sequence. The depth value for each

pixel is stored in 8 bit, from 0 to 255.The value 0 specifies the further value and the

value 255 specifies the closest value to camera. Considering a linear quantization of

depth, the real depth value can be calculated using Equation (2.1) [2].

Z = Zfar + d(
Znear − Zfar

255
), d ∈ [0, . . . , 255], (2.1)

where d specifies the respective depth value as shown in Equation (2.1). In general

the colorful 2D frame is called as color image or Texture image and the gray scale

depth frame is called as depth map image.

2.1.3 3D Video Streaming

To stream a 3D video, it needs to be encoded differently from 2D videos because

3D videos include disparity redundancies in either form of representations mentioned

in the previous section. Because of the dependency between the two views, the 3D
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Figure 2.2: sample color image plus depth map image.

encoding algorithm should remove inter-view redundancies in addition to the spatial

and temporal redundancies. There are several methods to stream stereoscopic video

using available encoding standards. These standards include simulcast configuration,

frame packing configuration, frame compatible, 3D video layered coding, 3D video

multiple description coding, etc. The standards are explained in the following:

• Simulcast configuration: Simulcast configuration describes a method in

which texture image and depth map image are encoded separately using two

H.265 encoders or any former video coding standard. With the simulcast con-

figuration, two streams will be generated (see Fig. 2.3), and then they are

multiplexed to make one stream. Therefore, the simulcast configuration can be

treated as a post-processing configuration, and a demultiplexer will be required

in the decoder to split the color image stream and depth map image stream.

The biggest advantage of the simulcast configuration is its simple structure;

however, it is less efficient, as both views are encoded separately and disparity

redundancies are not removed [2].

• Frame packing configuration: Frame packing configuration packs both

views’ frames first, and then the combined frames are encoded using one HEVC

encoder. This type of configuration can be treated as a preprocessing config-

uration, and left and right views’ frames can be combined by many different

methods. A simple combination can be the side by side configuration, which

provides a frame with twice the resolution (see Fig. 2.4a).

Another scheme, known as the top-bottom scheme (see Fig. 2.4b), locates one
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Figure2.3:Simulcastconfiguration:gray-scaleboxrepresentsthedepthmapimage
andthecolorboxrepresentsthecolorimage.

viewabovetheotheroneeithercompletelyorlinebyline(interlacedtop-bottom

approach).Similartoasimulcastapproach,aframepackingconfigurationis

alsolessefficientbecauseofnotconsideringinter-viewredundancies.However,

onlyonestreamwillbegeneratedthisway,andthereisnoneedforamultiplexer

[2].

•Framecompatible:The3Dframecompatibleapproachfollowssimilarrules

totheframepackingapproach.Theonlydifferenceisthattheframecompatible

approachgeneratesapackedframewithequalresolutiontooriginalleftor

rightviews. Clearly,thiscanbedoneviadownsamplingoftheviews(see

Fig.2.5).Justlikepreviousconfiguration,thiscategorycanbealsodoneas

sidebysideconfiguration,topbottomconfiguration,ortopbottominterlaced

configuration[2].
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(a)sidebysideconfiguration.

(b)Top-bottomconfiguration:simpletop-
bottomapproach(left)andinterlaced
top-bottomapproach(right).

Figure2.4:Framepackingconfiguration.
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Figure 2.5: 3D frame compatible configuration.
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2.2 Error robust method of video streaming

Network traffic is error free if packets are transmitted using the TCP/IP protocol. As

shown in Figure 2.6, using the TCP/IP protocol, the receiver must acknowledge all

received packets and inform the transmitter if a packet is lost. Such a process may

drop bandwidth efficiency dramatically and make the TCP protocol not best suited

for video streaming. Compared to TCP, UDP is a lightweight protocol that does

not require acknowledgments. In other words, UDP does not do error correction and

assumes it is performed in the application, to avoid the overhead of the handshaking

processing at the network interface level. It is worth mentioning that IPTV services

that use UDP protocol have approximately 123 million subscribers around the world

and their subscribership are rising at a rate of 12 percent per year [51].

Using UDP, packet loss needs to be corrected using forward error correction (FEC),

automatic repeat request (ARQ), or error resilient coding (ERC) [27].

2.2.1 Forward Error Correction

Forward error correction adds redundant data to the original data in the transmitter

and uses the redundancy at the receiver to detect and/or correct transmission errors.

For example, it duplicates raw data so that if one fails, the original data can be

recovered; however, if both data are lost there is no chance to recover the original

data.

For example, an FEC encoder with a linear block code with the rate of n
k

converts n

message bits to k transmission bits and transmits through the channel. Such code can

detect all combinations of dmin−1 or fewer bits errors (dmin is the minimum Hamming

distance between two words in the code alphabet). Also, a block code with minimum

Hamming distance dmin guarantees correcting all patterns of t =

⌊
dmin − 1

2

⌋
or fewer

errors. For instance, a simple 3 repetition code is able to detect error up to 2 bits

and recover the error only if one bit fails;

Therefore FEC scheme is a channel coding technique which is designed and im-

plemented at the transmitter to detect and/or correct specific amount of bit error at

the receiver; if more data bits are lost, there is no chance at receiver to recover the

original data error-free. It is possible to over-design the code to deal with more errors

however efficiency of such scheme is reduced. Since channel condition is fluctuating
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Figure 2.6: Normal and lossy TCP systems transmission.

and loss rate is not usually static, FEC protection can not always produce a good

approach.

Also, FEC is not well matched with the burst errors that happen in public internet.

FEC is typically appropriate for networks with low and consistent packet loss or when

establishing a relationship between the transmitter and receiver is not possible, like

satellite communication [53,54].

In other word, FEC increases bandwidth overhead, as it generates redundant

data to protect against networks with “known lossiness. FEC also adds latency in

the range of 100 to 500 milliseconds, as it must perform the initial calculations in

the transmitter and provide for the recovery calculations at the receiver. Another

drawback of using FEC is the fact that to avoid over-provisioning overhead (extra

latency and bandwidth), the operator needs to know the packet loss pattern, which

is not possible for internet connections and video streaming [55,56].

2.2.2 Automatic Repeat Request

In the ARQ method, the receiver requests retransmission if a packet is missed, and the

transmitter resends the missed packet only if it receives the request (see Figure 2.7).

Compared to the TCP/IP protocol, ARQ only acknowledges if a packet is missing and
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Figure 2.7: ARQ system’s retransmission.

does not acknowledge the receipt of every packet. Therefore, it avoids the massive

communications that make TCP highly latent and inefficient with bandwidth.

The bandwidth overhead of the ARQ method is proportional to the network packet

loss and does not have a fixed breakable threshold level like FEC. Such behavior makes

it more appropriate for unpredictable networks such as public internet [52,54]. How-

ever ARQ is more appropriate for video streaming. It requires a duplex channel and

cannot be used in a unidirectional channel. Also, it is not efficient because of the

ARQ system’s retransmission. Moreover, the latency added by the ARQ method

depends on the retransmission or round-trip time between the transmitter and re-

ceiver. With more distance between the transmitter and receiver, more latency must

be accommodated through larger buffers [52].

2.2.3 Error Resilient Coding

The ERC approach provides resiliency against packet corruption or noise features

by adding redundancy bits before transmission. There are a number of methods

which redundancy can be introduced to the stream at the source coding, includ-

ing reversible variable length coding (RVLC), intra refreshment, flexible macroblock

ordering (FMO), layered coding (LC), multiple description coding (MDC), etc.
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2.2.3.1 Reversible Variable Length Coding

RVLC is referred to the VLC codes which can be instantaneously decoded in both

direction. In VLC, if bit errors happen in the middle of a codeword, the codeword and

all following codewords (even if they are received correctly) are undecodable and the

VLC bitstream is corrupted; because the decoder fails to locate correct boundaries of

VLCs due to codeword synchronization problem.

One simple solution is inserting resynchronization markers periodically however it

will reduce the coding efficiency. Therefore, if an error occurs, the decoder discards

all the bits until the next resynchronization marker.

Another fix for VLC synchronization loss is RVLC in which the decoder can not

only decode bits after a resynchronization codeword, but also decode the bits before

the next resynchronization codeword in backward direction. In other words RVLC

codewords can be parsed in both the forward and backward direction, making it

possible to recover more data from a corrupted data stream. Although RVLC helps

the decoder to find more errors and provides more information on the position of the

errors compared to VLC, the RVLC used in H.263 lacks coding efficiency [57].

2.2.3.2 Flexible Macroblock Ordering

Flexible macro-block ordering (FMO) is one of the error resilience tools included in

H.264/AVC however it is usually more beneficial for the channels with lower bit error.

FMO assigns each macroblock freely to a specific slice group using a macroblock

allocation map (MBAmap). It is possible to have up to eight slice groups in one

picture and within a slice group, macroblocks are coded in default scan order. Within

a certain slice group, the macroblocks can be grouped into several slices. The scenario

that FMO is not used by the encoder is when there is only one slice group within

a picture. Slice groups can be done in a way that, each lost macroblock may be

surrounded by macroblocks of other slice groups. In that case, the lost macroblock

can be reconstructed in a very effective way using interpolation based on surrounding

(available) sample values [58].

This technique is well suited to real-time, ultra-low-delay applications however it

is not beneficial for the unequal error protected transmission channels. It also adds

unacceptable bitrate overhead. The coding performance could also drop due to a

smaller or dispersed search space for inter prediction [58,59].
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Figure 2.8: Scalable video coding: Upper case displays the situation that a client
requests the full HD resolution but cannot display the full HD sometimes be-
cause of the channel fluctuation.
The lower case describes a situation where a client’s device cannot display full
HD video. Therefore client’s device ignores the enhancement layers and only
decodes the base layer.

2.2.3.3 Layered Coding

In addition to quite a few situations on the client-side, the network capacity and

channel state are also changing continuously, resulting in unguaranteed bandwidth

allocation.

Such different receiver device capabilities and channel fluctuations have motivated

researchers to look for a flexible video coding method called layered coding (LC) or

scalable video coding (SVC).

Scalable video coding encodes a video into one base layer (BL), and several en-

hancement layers (EL) based on the frame rates, resolutions, or qualities [60, 61]. In

other words, layered encoded bitstream is decodable either wholly or partially ac-

cording to different situations of multimedia platforms, communication channels, and

video players (see Fig. 2.8).

In such a flexible coding scheme, the encoder streams the upper layers only if there
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are still available resources (for example, bandwidth) after transmitting the lower

layers. This method might lose its efficiency if facing a very noisy communication

channel because the base layer may fail to decode successfully [62–65]. In this case, it

is better to transmit BL using error-supported methods, such as multiple description

coding.

The last scalable video coding standard, Scalabilty extension of HEVC (SHVC)

[66] and the scalable extension of the former video coding standard, H.264/SVC [61]

provide scalability tools to stream video using layered coding, which is explained in

the following. These scalability tools allow the encoder to provide three types of

scalability: temporal, spatial and quality scalability [30,67].

The layered coding method, which can be done by the scalable extension of video

coding standards, such as SHVC [68], SVC [61, 69], or MPEG-2 TS [16], creates one

bitstream in one base layer and several enhancement layers but removes interlayer

redundancies. This method also has the capability of streaming the video data dy-

namically. An essential criterion of this method is backward compatibility to provide

service for those devices that do not support the layered coding method. In other

words, customers can see 3D video, full HD 2D video, or 2D video with a lower

resolution depending on the receiver device’s features.

In layered coding, the layers are not separately decodable, resulting in performance

dependency upon lower layers to be without error. Therefore, layered coding is less

advantageous for error-prone environments.

2.2.3.4 Multiple Description Coding

In contrast to hierarchy substreams of layered coding, multiple description coding

(MDC) partitions a single video stream into two or more substreams (referred to as

descriptions) in parallel [27]. Then packets of each description are streamed over

various paths to benefit the MDC technique’s error resiliency aspect. The receiver

can decode the video stream using any description; however, using more descriptions

improves decoded video quality.

To clarify how MDC is tolerant of packet failure, suppose packets drop as they

traverse the network due to node congestion, packet corruption, and significant packet

delay (expected in best-effort networks such as the internet). The probability of the

event that packets regarding all descriptions for the same video data are dropped is

very low because packets pass over different paths. In other words, in case of an error
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in one description, other descriptions are available to reconstruct the video at the

receiver. Therefore only quality fluctuates and the entire video will not be affected.

Besides its packet failure robustness, MDC also allows for rate-adaptive streaming.

In contrast to MDC’s increased fault tolerance, it decreases the total compression

ratio because each description needs to include extra information as the header; such

a cost of coding inefficiency is unavoidable, as each description needs to be separately

decodable.

The above argument is not the only reason for dropping the coding efficiency.

MDC lowers the compression ratio, as each description’s data is not as dependent as

it was in the original video stream; so, the differential pulse code modulation (DPCM)

technique used by the encoder is not as efficient as it was before.

The encoder needs to pack the highly correlated data in one description to keep the

coding efficiency; however, it needs to distribute highly correlated data between de-

scriptions to keep the estimation power high for the missed description from other de-

scriptions. Therefore, there is an error resiliency-coding efficiency trade-off problem.

For example, temporal MDC usually creates only two descriptions because it keeps

the data dependency high enough; therefore, the coding efficiency is higher [63, 70].

Fig. 2.9 shows the MDC technique. As can be seen, there are two types of decoder,

called the central decoder and the side decoder. If all descriptions are received, the

central decoder takes care of the decoding process; otherwise, the side decoder is

responsible for decoding. However, it may produce some distortion. Although the

central decoder provides better quality, the side decoder offers a better quality of

experience if the current rate is not enough to support all descriptions, or transmission

channels are so noisy that some descriptions may be received unsuccessfully.

There are several types of MDC, as the data distribution between descriptions can

be chosen from various domains, such as the spatial, temporal, or frequency domains.

2.2.3.4.1 Spatial Multiple Description Coding

Spatial multiple description coding distributes adjacent pixels of a frame to different

descriptions. A polyphase subsampling algorithm in the encoder produces lower-

resolution images called “sub-image,” as shown in Fig. 2.10. Based on the availability

of the descriptions in the receiver, the decoder chooses the central or side decoder to

reconstruct the video.
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Figure 2.9: Multiple description coding. Reprinted by permission from Springer:
Springer Multimedia Systems [27] c©2014.

Although such a type of multiple description coding is beneficial in noisy environ-

ments, there is no precise adjustment tool over the redundancy to control the side

quality. Shirani et al. introduced the zero-padding approach (to add the adjustment

tool) by which the encoder can set the amount of redundancy more precisely [71,72].

The zero-padding method transforms each frame’s pixel values to a discrete cosine

transform (DCT) domain first. Next, it adds zeros to the transformed data (Fig.

2.11) and then retransforms back to the spatial domain. Afterward, the polyphase

subsampler (PSS) partitions the new video frames’ pixel data into multiple descrip-

tions.

It is worth mentioning that adding zeros in the frequency domain is interpreted

as upsampling in the spatial domain. Therefore, this approach adjusts redundancy

as required and then creates MDC descriptions.

A more recent approach adds zeros in vertical and horizontal directions in the

frequency domain as the transform coding for video is applied on a two-dimensional-

block. However, Tillo and Olmo argued that it is more efficient to add zeros in one

direction, the direction in which the image’s pixel failure is hard to estimate [73].
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Figure 2.10: Basic spatial PSS multiple description coding. Reprinted by permission
from Springer: Springer Multimedia Systems [27] c©2014.
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(a) Zero padding process c©IEEE 2001.

(b) One-direction zero padding process. Reprinted by permission from
Springer: Springer Multimedia Systems [27] c©2014.

(c) Two-direction zero padding process. Reprinted by permission from
Springer: Springer Multimedia Systems [27] c©2014.

Figure 2.11: Zero padding approach presented in [27,72].
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Tillo and Olmo [73] also introduced another spatial MDC method called “the

least predictable vector directional multiple descriptions coding.” Their MDC method

copies the least predictable part of the frame in all descriptions. The simulation

result shows that this method improves the side quality compared to the previous

simple PSS approach, although the new method provides more redundancy. They

also argued that this approach is more complex, as it needs to detect the frame’s

least predictable data. The other issue that this method has is its restriction on the

number of descriptions.

As argued earlier, MDC estimates the dropped description with the help of other

error-free descriptions. One standard solution to calculate the lost pixels is a linear

interpolation.

Padmanabhan et al. improved the accuracy of estimation by introducing a nonlin-

ear spatial MDC method. This method uses an optimal filtering process to interpolate

the missed pixels compared to the simple linear interpolation [74]. Fig. 2.12 shows

how this method works for two scenarios: a) only one description is available, or

b) two descriptions are used among four descriptions. According to Padmanabhan’s

work, the encoder designs a proper filter and sends filter coefficients along with the

descriptions’ data stream. This method’s performance depends on the type of filter

and how accurate it is. Also, the designed filter’s complexity must not exceed the

maximum allowed complexity for a specific application. For example, for a busi-

ness video conference application in which no delay is allowed, this method may not

be feasible if the increased complexity causes delay. According to the result shown

in [74,75], this method provides better performance than the zero-padding approach

and the linear interpolation. Ates et al. combined the zero-padding approach and

optimal filtering technique [75] and showed it has better performance in comparison

to the result presented in [74].
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Figure 2.12: Optimal filtering multiple description coding: a) Situation that only
first description is received. b) Situation that first and second description are
received. Reprinted by permission from Springer: Springer Multimedia Systems
[27] c©2014.

Shirani also presented a nonlinear PSS approach and analyzed its performance

in case of missing one or more descriptions [76]. According to his work, the frame’s

interesting area (called the region of interest (ROI)) is sampled at a greater rate

than areas judged not important, based on an exponential equation. In other words,

descriptions include more information regarding the ROI, enhancing the side quality

in the side decoder. For example, image b in Fig. 2.13 is a nonlinear transformation of

image a to highlight the ROI (face). Also, the image d, which has been reconstructed

from only one description, has an acceptable quality in comparison to image c, which

has been decoded by the central decoder (having four descriptions). It is worth

mentioning that since human eyes are more sensitive to objects than pixels, this

method can also provide a better performance from the point of subjective assessment;

however, this work did not discuss how the ROI can be found. This problem for the

applications involving fast video content is more sensible.
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Figure 2.13: Content based multiple description coding: a) orginal picture. b) non
linear scaling of original picture. c) decoded by central decoder. d) decoded by
side decoder (only one description) [76] c©IEEE 2006.

In another spatial MDC method, introduced by Wang et al., first, the encoder es-

timates each sub-image from others, then it calculates the residual signal and streams

it along with each sub-image as side information [77, 78]. Fig. 2.14 shows how this

method reconstructs a missed description from the available ones. This figure assumes

only two descriptions are available. The performance of this method depends on the

quantization pace of the residual signal. In other words, the quantization parameter

is the adjustment tool to control the redundancy and enhance or reduce the quality

of the reconstructed description.
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(a) encoder

(b) decoder

Figure 2.14: Predictive multiple description coding [77] c©IEEE 2006.

Zhu et al. introduced a new polyphase down-sampling based MDC, called NPDS-

MD. The framework of the proposed NPDS-MDC method is shown in Figure 2.15.

This method consists of three major steps [79]:

• first, pixels are down sampled according to quincunx pattern,

• second, in addition to each down-sampled description, the descriptions are

transformed and side information is produced to send along with description.

• third, an error compensation algorithm is applied to each description to mitigate

the compression distortion.
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Their simulation results shows the superior performance, especially at high bit rates;

however at the expense of more bandwidth and complexity. Moreover, this method

only produces two descriptions and therefore is not suited when more description are

needed. Furthermore, its complexity limits its application to image transmission and

not live video streaming.

The other type of spatial MDC method is multi-rate MDC, presented by Jiang

and Ortega. Fig. 2.16 shows the structure of such a spatial multi-rate MDC ap-

proach [80]. According to Jiang and Ortega’s work, the low-quality version of the

other descriptions is added to each description to help the side decoder enhance its

estimation power.

The mentioned spatial MDC approaches create descriptions symmetrically, caus-

ing the same side qualities for all side decoders. However, there are also MDC ap-

proaches creating nonsymmetric descriptions and, therefore, varying side quality. Al-

though the reconstructed video in the central decoders has better quality, such al-

gorithms are not usually optimum for applications dealing with low noise levels, as

more redundancy is generated by this method.

The MDC method presented in [81] by Zhu and Liu is from this nonsymmetric

category. Their proposed method creates descriptions using various references for the

DPCM algorithm or different directions of the motion estimation used by the hybrid

video encoder. Two descriptions are made based on different quantization paces

and a separate reference for the motion prediction algorithm. The central decoder

calculates the weighted summation of these two descriptions to produce a lower error.

The encoder generates the weights used for the summation in the central decoder via

estimation theory. Then it quantizes them and sends them as side information.

Another nonsymmetric MDC algorithm introduced by Zhao et al. changes the

block borders for different descriptions. Video coding standards perform motion es-

timation and compensation in the video coding in a block-wise manner. Therefore,

using various blocks for each description yields a different residual signal, and con-

sequently, a different quantization pace is required. The central decoder uses the

difference between two descriptions to decrease the reconstruction error [82]

2.2.3.4.2 Temporal Multiple Description Coding

Different descriptions in a temporal MDC method are usually created by assigning
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Figure 2.15: NPDS-MDC block diagram [79] c©IEEE 2020.
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Figure 2.16: Spatial multirate multiple description coding. Reprinted by permission
from Springer: Springer Multimedia Systems [27] c©2014.

different frames to each description. For example, one description includes only the

odd frames while the other description includes only the even frames (Fig. 2.18).

For example, in [83] Dinh introduced a new temporal MDC approach benefits

of the new H.266 Versatile video coding standard (the successor to High Efficiency

Video Coding, HEVC, which aims to make 4K broadcast and streaming commercially

feasible [84, 85]) and also distributed video coding (DVC) standards [86]. As can be

seen in Figure 2.17a, the encoder encodes the source video sequence into two odd

and even subsequences and then transmit these descriptions to the receiver. At the

receiver, the decoder uses the WynerZiv (WZ) coding, introduced in the DVC, to

provide a high image quality for the video sequence. This way, the redundant data

can be effectively controlled based on the WZ coding scheme.

There are several methods to estimate missed frames using the available frames,

such as “average,” “inplace MC,” “MC interp” [87]. To ease the explanation of these

terms, assume two descriptions are created and streamed, but the decoder receives

only one description, assume odd frames.

The “average” method is a simple algorithm to estimate even frames by making

the average from its the adjacent odd frames.

The “inplace MC” method modifies the motion information of two consecutive

frames of the available description (odd frames for this example). Then it scales

motion vectors by a factor of 1
2

and uses them as the motion vector for the unavailable

description (even frames for this example).

The other method, called “MC interp,” uses a phase correlation algorithm to
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restore motion vectors of the missed frames [88].

The performance of the mentioned recovery methods depends on the correlation

between the frames. For instance, a video with fast movement includes frames that

are less correlated to each other and, therefore, missing one description causes an

unacceptable side quality. To enhance the performance, Bai et al. introduced a

scheme that adds frames during the fast movement period to increase the correlation

between the frames [90]. Since the distance between available frames in the decoder

is smaller than the original temporal MDC, it yields a better side quality; however,

to display the real video, the mentioned extra frames are not displayed and are just

used to hide the missed frames. The rate required to stream the video with extra

frames (as presented in Bai’s method) is greater than before. To decrease the rate,

Zhang et al. have modified the method so that some frames during the slow periods

of the video are discarded to keep the total rate approximately the same as it was

in the original video [89]. The block diagram in Fig. 2.19 shows the structure used

in [89].

Instead of a simple temporal assignment of frames between descriptions, there

are more complicated methods, like the ones presented by Kibria et al. in [91] and

Apostolopoulos in [87] that add motion vectors of the first description to the second

description and vice versa. Both methods create only two descriptions, i.e., descrip-

tion one includes odd frames and description two includes even frames. According

to results presented in [87,91], if only one description is available at the receiver, the

other description is estimated with better quality, as its motion vector information is

available in that description.

Tillo and Olmo have also presented a similar temporal MDC algorithm in [92] to

the spatial MDC algorithm that they had introduced in [73]. By this algorithm, both

descriptions contain frames that are too hard to estimate from adjacent frames (i.e.,

frames including objects with fast movement). This way, the missed description can

be estimated more accurately by simple linear interpolation.

Like spatial MDC methods, there are several multi-rate temporal MDC methods.

For example, Tillo et al. presented a temporal multi-rate MDC with two descriptions.

According to their work, each description contains a high frame rate of the first

description and a low frame rate of the second description. If one description is

dropped, a lower quality version of the missed frames is available as the side decoder.

If both descriptions are received, the central decoder discards frames with a lower
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rate in a period equal to GOP length. Therefore, to switch between descriptions, the

side decoder needs to wait for the end of GOP [93].

Another approach, described by Radulovic et al. [94], used an algorithm that is

very similar to the one presented by Kibria et al. in [91]. The only difference is that

each description is a lower rate of other descriptions (instead of including motion

information of the other descriptions).

2.2.3.4.3 Frequency Multiple Description Coding

Compared to spatial and temporal MDC, the frequency multiple description cod-

ing approach divides the frequency components of a video among descriptions. There

are several types of frequency MDC such as “multiple description scalar quantizer

(MDSQ)” [95–97], “coefficient partitioning” [98–102], “multidescription transform

coding” [103–106], and “frequency multirate MDC” described in the following.

In the multiple description scalar quantizer (MDSQ) method, each description

needs to be quantized so that the combination of descriptions in the central decoder

provides a lower quantization error. If we assume that there are only two descriptions,

the quantization levels of the second description need to be shifted by half of the

quantization step as seen in Fig. 2.20. Therefore the quantization step is smaller,

and the quantization error is more significant in the central decoder than in the side

decoder. H.264/AVC and H.265 [107–109] offer offset in the quantization levels via

an adaptive quantization offset option.
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(a) VVC-MDC method’s block diagram [83] .

(b) Encode diagram [83].

Figure 2.17: VVC-MDC Encoder [83] c©IEEE 2020.
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Figure 2.18: Temporal multiple description coding [89] c©IEEE 2008..

Figure 2.19: Temporal multiple description coding described by Zhang et al. [89]
c©IEEE 2008.

Figure 2.20: Quantization pace in side decoder (two above lines) and central decoder
(last line) in MDSQ approach [95] c©IEEE 1993.
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Parameswaran et al. modified this method so that not only the second description

but also the first description have the quantization offset [95]. They also argued that

the quantization offsets could be fixed or changed dynamically according to the type

of video or application and the communication channel condition. Using an adap-

tive quantization offset provides better performance than a nonadaptive quantization

offset; however, it is more complex.

One problem of the above MDC method is that the quantization offset needs to be

less than half of the quantization step. Therefore, it creates a limit for the scenarios

that only error-free or low error descriptions need to be received and displayed on the

terminal devices. Such scenarios require that the encoder increases the redundancy to

improve its resistance against the channel noise; however, it is not possible to increase

redundancy without limit, as the quantization offsets are limited to the quantization

step.

It should be noted that the quantization levels in the central decoder are not

necessarily twice the quantization levels in the side decoders. Vaishampayan used

this idea and introduced an algorithm such that the quantization levels in the central

decoder are not as twice the quantization levels in the side decoders [96]. As shown in

Fig. 2.21, there are eight indices for each description in the side decoders, and there

are 21 quantization levels in the central decoder. Therefore, if unreliable communi-

cation happens and one description is missed, the side decoder has only the eight

quantization levels. In contrast, if all descriptions are available, the central decoder

has 21 quantization levels. Vaishampayan completed his algorithm later in [97] and

found the optimum indices allocation table for the input with uniform distribution.

Tian and Hemami extended Vaishampayan’s algorithm and introduced a two-step

quantization scheme compared to Vaishampayan’s work [97]. According to Tian and

Hemami’s method, it is better to have an extra step to quantize the quantization

result of the first step, again. In this scheme, all descriptions have quantization levels

equal to the quantization levels in the first step, but the second quantization indices

are distributed between descriptions. Therefore, as the side decoders do not have

access to the quantization indices assigned in the second step completely, the side

decoders ignore them and only consider the quantization levels assigned in the first

step. In contrast, the central decoder has access to all quantization indices assigned

in the second step and therefore provides a minor quantization error.
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Figure 2.21: Modified index assignment described by Vaishampayan for MDSQ
multiple description coding [96] c©IEEE 2004.

As can be understood from the term “coefficient partitioning,” this method divides

the DCT coefficients among descriptions. There are several algorithms that use this

method presented in [98–102]. According to Reibman et al. [98], first, a threshold for

DCT coefficients is defined and then the coefficients that are greater than the thresh-

old are assigned to all descriptions. Other coefficients, which are smaller than the

threshold, distribute among descriptions to enhance descriptions’ quality. Therefore,

a description includes all large DCT coefficients and some small DCT coefficients.

Each description includes a part of the small DCT coefficients, and the other small

DCT coefficients are replaced with zero in that description. Therefore fewer bits are

needed for the encoding due to the “run of zero” algorithm, although distortion in

the side decoder is greater. As the central decoder has access to all DCT coefficients,

distortion is less and it provides better quality. Matty and Kandi argued that the

threshold is the adjustment tool to control the redundancy-distortion problem [99].

They found the threshold’s optimum value to balance the rate-distortion trade-off

problem [99].

Comas et al. introduced another coefficient partitioning method, creating descrip-

tions non-symmetrically [100]. Based on their method, only one description, called

the main description, includes all the coefficients, and all other descriptions contain

only the critical coefficients [100]. This procedure can save more bits due to the
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“run of zero” algorithm; however, its robustness against noise is not as good as other

symmetrical MDC methods, as it is likely to miss the main description.

DCT coefficients can also be partitioned into several descriptions in a block-wise

manner; however, it provides poor side quality since the estimation of a block from

another block is not accurate. To avoid such degradation in the side quality, “lapped

orthogonal transformation” needs to be applied on adjacent blocks to increase the

correlation between blocks. Chung and Wang used the lapped orthogonal transfor-

mation after the discrete cosine transformation (called DCT-LOT transformation)

and then distributed the transformed blocks between the descriptions [101]. Guoqian

et al. used a similar idea [102] to partition the frequency coefficients into the descrip-

tions. The only difference that they made compared to Chung and Wang’s method is

adding more redundancy to increase the side quality. The extra redundancy, which is

only added to one description, comes from the difference between the blocks assigned

to the different descriptions.

DCT coefficients of each block cannot estimate accurately from other coefficients

of the same block, as coefficients are orthogonal. In other words, DCT transforma-

tion transfers the block’s pixels from the spatial domain into the frequency domain

in which its components are independent of each other. Indeed, video coding stan-

dards use transform coding such as DCT or wavelet transformation to eliminate the

common information between blocks’ pixels and consequently increase the compres-

sion efficiency. Therefore, if the DCT coefficients of a block are distributed between

various descriptions, the DCT coefficients of a block in the missed description can-

not be estimated from the DCT coefficients of the same block of other descriptions.

One solution to avoid this problem is to estimate the frequency coefficients of the

missed description from the corresponding frequency component of the adjacent block

available in other descriptions. Although this method outperforms the method that

estimates the missed frequency coefficients from the other frequency coefficients of

the same block, the quality of the reconstructed video in the side decoder is not usu-

ally high enough, and its performance depends highly on objects’ movement. The

other solution to conquer the independence of frequency coefficients of a block, as

suggested by Wang et al. [110, 111] and continued by Goyal et. al in [103, 112] is

using a correlating transformation to increase the correlation between the block’s fre-

quency components. This procedure, known as “multi-description transform coding”

(MDTC), applies another transformation, called pair-wise correlating transformation
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(PCT), just after the DCT transformation. Then, the transformed coefficients are

assigned to the different descriptions. Indeed, pair-wise correlating transformation

changes two uncorrelated coefficients to two correlated coefficients. This helps the

estimation algorithm in the side decoder find the lost coefficients from other available

coefficients. Like other MDC algorithms, this one also enhances the side quality at the

expense of the coding compression ratio. It should also be noted that the complexity

is increased with MDTC as an extra transformation, i.e., PCT, is required.

To moderate the decreasing rate of the compression ratio that happens with the

multi-description transform coding algorithm, one solution, as suggested by Goyal

et al. in [103, 112] and Wang et al. in [104], is to apply the pairwise correlating

transformation to a limited number of coefficients, not all coefficients. In this case,

the pairwise correlating transformation needs to be applied only to those coefficients

that do not have the same distribution, as argued in [103, 104]. Wang et al. have

also shown that this approach is not valid for the low error applications, which need

less redundancy [105]. Wang et al. improved this method’s performance for the low

error applications by updating the previous algorithms presented in [104, 105] and

adding one more step that is copying the least predictable parts of coefficients into

all descriptions [106,113].

Sampling-based multiple description coding is more flexible compare to transform-

based multiple description coding, however they are manually designed for a specific

sampling. Lijun et al introduced a deep multiple description coding framework using

convolutional neural network to leverage images context features when creating de-

scriptions [114]. Later they modified their work to improve the coding efficiency as

it was not suited for the practical applications [115]. Due to high complexity of their

method and also learning, this type of multiple description coding is not beneficial

for live streaming video specially for long distance networks.

Similar to spatial and temporal multi-rate MDC methods, the multi-rate frequency

MDC method is also feasible. The multi-rate frequency MDC can be applied to

DCT coefficients either element by element or block by block. For example, the

DCT coefficients can be quantized with different quantization paces to produce video

streams with different rates. Samarawickrama et al. proposed a multi-rate frequency

MDC algorithm so that each description contains half of the high-rate-quantized

coefficients and half of the low-rate-quantized coefficients (they have assumed that

there are two descriptions) [116].
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Compared to the method presented in [113], Wang et al. introduced a multi-rate

frequency MDC algorithm in which different quantization paces are applied to the

DCT coefficient blocks [117]. With this algorithm, every other DCT coefficient block

in each description is quantized with the same quantization pace. For example, in

the first description, the odd blocks are quantized with the small quantization pace

and others are quantized with the large quantization pace. The second description

contains the odd blocks with the large quantization pace and the even blocks with the

large quantization pace. Therefore, both descriptions contain all DCT coefficients of

a frame. To improve the compression efficiency, Su et al. argued that motion vectors

of the low rate block are not required to be streamed, and they can be estimated from

the motion vectors related to the high rate blocks [118]. To ease the implementation

of this algorithm, Tillo et al. used the redundant slice option available in H.264 to

encode blocks with a large quantization pace [119]. It is worth mentioning that the

redundant slice is a feature available in the H.264 standard to encode each slice with

the lower rate and replace it with the original slice in the case of missing a slice.

Tian and Rajan have suggested using various transformations for each description

[120]. For example, the DCT transformation is applied for only one description, while

no transformation is used for the other description. It should be noted that such a

pair of transformations is just a sample and clearly, there is a better combination of

transformations to improve the result. It is worth mentioning that the descriptions

created with this method are not symmetric and the rate and error in one side decoder

are not the same as the other one.

2.2.3.4.4 Hybrid Multiple Description Coding

However, multiple description coding methods provide a reliable video stream; it also

increases the redundancies and decreases the compression ratio. As explained before,

such a decrease in the compression ratio is caused due to the:

• extra header, as every description is required to have it separately.

• decrease in the dependency of data in each description and consequent decrease

in the DPCM algorithm’s performance because similar data is not assigned to

one description.

So, extending the number of descriptions to more than two decreases the compression

ratio dramatically. Therefore, MDC methods usually create two descriptions [63,70].
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For the scenarios in which more descriptions is required, one solution is to select an

MDC algorithm that has less effect on the compression ratio, although it is not very

reliable against the packet loss.

The other solution is to use a hybrid MDC method. This way, the decreasing rate

of dependency between data in one description is mitigated, as each type of MDC tar-

gets a different domain. For example, Lu et al. introduced a hybrid MDC algorithm

that combines temporal and spatial domains to create descriptions [121]. Based on

Hsiao and Tsai’s MDC algorithm, the spatial MDC and frequency MDC (coefficient

partitioning) are combined [122]; Xu et al. also have combined the spatial MDC and

frequency MDC. The only difference is that they chose the multiple description scalar

quantizer in order to use the frequency domain [123].

Yu and Jin analyzed advantages and disadvantages of both temporal and spatial

multiple description coding and provided an efficient hybrid MDC algorithm using

the H.264 video coding standard [124]. They compared the result of different multiple

description coding methods with four descriptions, including temporal MDC, spatial

MDC, and hybrid spatial-temporal MDC and showed that better performance can be

achieved by the hybrid MDC algorithm. According to this work, the temporal MDC

method provides better performance against network failure with a specific power for

the noise compared to the spatial MDC method; however, the temporal MDC method

is more sensitive to the variance of the noise. As Yu and Jin’s simulation result shows,

the hybrid MDC method can have a performance as good as the performance of the

temporal MDC method while the performance decreases gradually with the increment

of the noise power just like the spatial MDC method.

2.2.3.4.5 3D/multiview Multiple description coding

Similar to 2D MDC, 3D/multiview multiple description coding aims to avoid packet

loss of noisy communication networks. The only difference is different views can be

assigned to the separate descriptions. For example, a simple 3D MDC method can

allocate left view of an stereoscopic video to one description and assign the right view

to the other description.

Jing et al. introduced a new multiple description coding for multi view video in

which description are created for each view separately. Data of each description is

assigned with an adaptive redundancy allocation algorithm [125]. As can be seen in

Figure 2.22, the multi-view video is downsampled by polyphase transform in spatial
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Figure 2.22: Multiview multiple description coding with adaptive redundancy allo-
cation [125] c©IEEE 2017.

domain. The difference between the side decoder and central decoder are encoded to

form the redundant part and transmit with the original description. In receiver, if

both descriptions are available central decoder is chosen to decode otherwise central

decoder is used to reconstruct video using the received base and redundant parts.

Again, number of descriptions for each method is limited to two descriptions for each

view. Also descriptions are made separately for each view and the decoder does not

exploit of the correlation between adjacent views.

Norkin et al. introduced an MDC method applicable on stereoscopic videos [126].

It creates descriptions through temporal subsampling (see Fig. 2.23). In this algo-

rithm, called a multistate Stereo-MDC (MS-MDC) Scheme, each description contains

even or odd frames from both views. Also, a motion compensation process in one view

predicts from the second previous frame and the other view, while the other view is

predicted only from the second last frame. As shown by Norkin et al. in [126], spatial

scaling stereo-MDC (described previously) outperforms in scenarios in which there is

a low correlation between the left and right views. For the scenarios where there is a
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Figure 2.23: Descriptions of multistate Stereo-MDC Scheme. Reprinted by permis-
sion from Springer: Springer Multimedia Content Representation, Classification
and Security [126] c©2006.

high correlation between the left and right views, the simulation result in [126] shows

that the multistate Stereo-MDC Scheme provides better performance.

It is worth mentioning that polyphase subsampling has excellent performance for

the depth map image, as it includes very correlated and also low-frequency data.

Karim et al. in [127] used such characteristic of the depth map image and introduced

a multiple description coding algorithm with a better performance at the point of

compression ratio for the stereoscopic video. They compared the reconstructed 3D

video’s quality using the original depth map image and the downsampled version of

the depth map image. They concluded that the decimation of the depth map image

does not cause any considerable degradation in the decoded 3D video.

2.2.3.4.6 Scalable Multiple Description Coding

As explained in the previous and current chapters, the scalable encoding and multiple

description coding methods address different issues of the video streaming; therefore,
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a scalable multiple description coding method can gain both methods’ advantages

and produces a scalable video stream that resists packet failure. For example, a

common problem that often happens with the spatial multiple description coding is

sharp edges in the scene or scenes with thin and small objects. Since spatial MDC

partitions frames spatially, such small objects might disappear in one or some descrip-

tions. The scalable multiple description coding algorithm described by Choupani et

al. addresses this problem [128]. As the simulation results show, this problem is not

sensible for the multiple description coding method with two descriptions; but for the

multiple description coding method with more than two descriptions, their algorithm

provides an acceptable performance. They showed that their algorithm for the mul-

tiple description situation with more than two descriptions in a powerful noise-prone

environment provides about 1 dB better performance in the rate of 1 Mb.

Basically, the scalable MDC approach can be applied to video via two distinct

algorithms [127]:

• To produce a scalable MDC stream, first a scalability algorithm can be applied

to the video stream and then layers can be partitioned into several descriptions

[127,129–132]. As argued before, the lower layers in the scalable video encoding

are more important than the higher layers. This is due to the dependency

of higher layers on lower layers for the decoding process. This means, in the

case of packet loss in the last layer, only bits related to that layer will be

wasted; while receiving errors in the base layer means that the upper layer also

cannot be decoded and bits for all layers will be discarded. As the lower layers

are more important than the upper layers in the scalable coding, the multiple

description coding algorithm can be applied only on the lower layers wisely. For

example, the scalable multiple description coding algorithm proposed by Karim

et al. creates a scalable stream at first, i.e., base layer and enhancement layers

and then separates even and odd frames of the base layer to apply a multiple

description algorithm [127]. Therefore, they made the base layer error resilient

by applying the MDC algorithm on the base layer.

• Another algorithm to produce a scalable MDC stream is applying MDC and

scalability in the reverse order. In other words, first, a video’s frames can

be divided between descriptions and then a scalable algorithm needs to be

applied on each description [133–135]. For example, in the hybrid scalable

multiple description coding algorithm introduced by Favalli and Folli in [135],
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the scalable encoding algorithm has been applied to the descriptions obtained

from the multiple description coding. Indeed, four subimages are generated via

spatial subsampling and then each of two subimages are combined by a scalable

algorithm to create one description. Therefore each description contains one

base layer and one enhancement layer and each sub-image is assigned to each

layer (base or enhancement layer); this way a video stream can be transmitted by

a multiple description coding method and in the case of network fluctuation, the

resolution of each description can be decreased to adapt to the network changes.

Also, as sub-images are very similar to each other, using the interlayer prediction

that is available in the SVC encoder assures the compression efficiency.

2.2.3.4.7 Performance Assessment of Multiple Description Coding Meth-

ods

Having examined a wide variety of multiple description coding algorithms, the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of different multiple description coding methods must

be compared to find the most appropriate method for an application. To this end,

first one needs to see what aspects of multiple description coding algorithms must be

assessed for a special application. These aspects are as follows:

• Capability of controlling on redundancy: As described, an application

may be used by a user located in a low noise condition. Therefore, the descrip-

tions are often delivered error free and there is no need to have a large amount of

redundancy bits for each description. On the other hand, in some scenarios, the

application may be used in an error-prone environment. Therefore, using more

redundancy bits to secure the descriptions is sensible. So, a multiple description

coding needs to have the ability to increase or decrease redundancy to stream

a video more effectively. For example, as mentioned before, the polyphase sub-

sampling MDC algorithm has a poor ability to control the redundancy precisely,

and the zero padding MDC algorithm introduced by Shirani et al. fixes this

problem of polyphase subsampling MDC algorithm [71,72].

• Possibility of increasing the number of descriptions: As argued earlier,

multiple description coding algorithms usually create only two descriptions be-

cause having more than two descriptions drops the compression ratio; however,

in some scenarios in which the noise variance is too high, more descriptions are

required. Additionally, for some scenarios such as multipath transmission [136],
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point-to-point video transmission more numbers of descriptions are required as

a variety of rates and resolutions are required for the different paths or different

receivers, respectively. Generally, the possibility of increasing the number of

descriptions for the frequency MDC method is higher than the temporal and

spatial MDC methods because with increasing the number of descriptions, the

dependency of data in spatial or temporal domain drops significantly.

• Complexity: Complexity is a very important concern for video streaming, es-

pecially for applications dealing with instantaneous streaming, such as video

conferences. While processing power has increased in the last few years (ac-

cording to the Moor’s law, processing speed doubles approximately every two

years [137]), new video coding standards also need more processing power. For

example, according to [138], H.264 needs more processing power in comparison

to its former video coding standards. About HEVC, it can be said generally

decoding software has been simplified while the encoder side needs powerful

processing power to make a real time encoding [139]. In addition to the pro-

cessing power required for encoding and decoding, multiple description coding

adds more processing load to create the descriptions. For example, the mul-

tiple description coding algorithm introduced by Yapcthe et al. in [74] is not

suited for live streaming, as it needs more processing power to design the filter

coefficients.

• Sensitivity to the packet failure or noise: As network conditions fluctuate

continuously, no streaming method can always guarantee to deliver the packets

without error, although the fluctuations in some networks are low and in some

others very high, depending on the environmental condition, number of users

in the network, location of user, etc. Therefore, a proper multiple description

coding algorithm should not be affected by the increase in the variance of the

noise. For example, as described before, temporal MDC methods are more

sensitive to the increase in noise power than spatial MDC methods [124].

2.3 State of The Art

As explained in the previous chapter, with the MDC method a video data stream is

partitioned into several descriptions and then encoded separately. The descriptions
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are then streamed through the network toward receiver(s). In the receiver, there are

two different types of decoder - the side decoder and central decoder. The receiver

chooses one of the two decoders based on the availability of the error free descriptions.

The instance that all of the descriptions are received successfully is when the central

decoder is activated. Otherwise, the side decoder will be activated when only a few

error free descriptions are received.

The MDC method is best recognized for its robust error behavior at the expense

of compression ratio as it adds redundancies in its temporal, spatial or frequency

domain. With the temporal MDC method, only two descriptions are usually created

to avoid a huge drop in the coding efficiency. The drop in the coding efficiency is

reflected more (when greater than two descriptions are used) because the distance

between the assigned frames to each description is increasing resulting in the motion

prediction being less effective [63, 70]. The higher noise of the network that video

are streamed through, MDC methods with more number of descriptions outperforms.

Therefore the temporal MDC method is no longer a suitable technique. The frequency

MDC method partitions Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients between video

descriptions. Because DCT transformation provides independent components, the

descriptions will be less dependent. To maintain the correlation of the descriptions,

an extra transformation like Lapped Orthogonal Transformation (LOT) needs to be

applied. Therefore the complexity of frequency MDC methods is higher than that of

both the spatial and temporal MDC methods. With the spatial MDC method, each

video frame is partitioned into several lower resolution subimages using Polyphase

SubSampling (PSS) algorithm [27, 71, 72]. It is worth mentioning that with a simple

spatial MDC method, there is no precise adjustment tool over the redundancy in

order to control the side quality [27, 71, 72]. This means that there is no control for

the redundancy increase resulting in higher resistivity to compensate for the higher

noise level.

To improve the basic spatial MDC method’s, Tillo and Olmo introduced a new

MDC algorithm called ”least predictable vector directional multiple descriptions cod-

ing” [73]. This approach basically copies the least predictable parts of the frame to

all descriptions. Their simulation result shows that this method improves the side

quality when compared to previous specially down-sampled MDC method although

the new method provides more redundancy. Tillo and Olmo obtained better quality

for higher noise level at the expense of less coding efficiency and greater algorithmic
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complexity.

Shirani also presented a nonlinear PSS-MDC method which investigated its perfor-

mance by evaluating the case where there were one or more missing descriptions [76].

According to his work, some parts of a frame which are more important called Region

Of Interest (ROI) were sampled with a greater rate (based on an exponential equa-

tion) compared to other parts of the frame. In other words, descriptions include more

information regarding the ROI parts of the frame resulting in an enhancement of the

side quality. More importantly, this method provides for greater performance with

regards to the subjective assessment by the human eye since objects and not pixels

are more emphasized. Although Shirani’s method provides for the enhancement of

the side quality, he did not discuss how the ROI parts of a frame were detected which

is important when involving fast video contents or live video streaming. In this paper,

we provide a new spatial MDC algorithm that adds redundancy to the descriptions

more practically for 3D videos.

To apply the MDC method for 3D videos, the depth map image also needs to be

partitioned into different descriptions. It is worth mentioning that the depth map im-

age mainly contains depth information of the scene’s objects. Because of the nature

of the real objects, depth information of 3D scenes rarely contains high-frequency

content. Consequently, the depth map image can be effectively compressed resulting

in saved bandwidth and disk space [2,50]. To improve compression, Karim et al. have

shown that the downsampled version of the depth map image provides an adequate

reconstruction of the 3D video in the receiver [127]. They have experimented with the

spatial MDC method for 3D videos using color plus depth map image representation.

Karim et al. have carried out experimental tests with a scalable multiple description

coding approach arriving at the same result. Therefore, it can be said that down-

sampling of the depth map image does not cause a considerable degradation in the

quality of a reconstructed video. This is due to the fact that the depth map image

includes low-frequency contents or more precisely, the depth values of adjacent pixels

are similar. Consequently, one can state that the neglected pixels during downsam-

pling can be better predicted. Liu et al utilized the fact of having similar depth

values of pixels for real objects and introduced a texture block partitioning algorithm

in order to perform their MDC algorithm for wireless multi-path streaming [70].



Chapter 3

Reliable 3D Video Streaming Considering

Region of Interest

This section describes the new multiple description coding applicable to 3D videos

and was already published in [140,141].

As argued in the previous chapter, the most common multiple description coding

type is the one that allocates frames to descriptions temporally, because it has low

complexity and it is very simple. However, the number of descriptions cannot be

increased due to compression inefficiency. Additionally, for live streaming, waiting

for the future frames to be able to decode the current frame is not the best choice

when the transmission delay is impotent and also we need more than two descriptions.

In this thesis we are looking to implement our MDC method in the spatial domain

as this type doesnot need to move forward and backward between the frames and

less delay is required to decode the video. However, the receiver reconstructs video

at a lower quality compared to the temporal MDC. To improve the performance of

spatial MDC, we are creating descriptions spatially while assigning more bandwidth

to region of interest (RoI), or important objects of the scene.

To realize the RoI of a frame we need to define a metric to identify RoI bloks and

clarify how it can be used for the purpose of RoI extraction. Briefly, the new MDC

method consists of three steps:

• Map extracting for RoI: First, each 3D raw frame is split into a 2D color frame

and a gray scale depth map frame. Then we are looking for different regions

of the frame using the depth map image. The process of extracting the RoI is

described in Section 3.2.1.1. It is worth mentioning that is also possible to used

other saliency methods to detect RoI. In this case, the RoI definition may be

55
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different from what is defined by this thesis.

• Creating description using polyphase subsampling: four subimages are created

using polyphase subsampling (PSS) from both the color and the depth frame

separately as explained in Section 3.2.1.2,

• Enhancing the descriptions: Enhancement of the descriptions is achieved

through the combination of different regions of the frame with different res-

olutions obtained from the color and depth map streams. This step of the new

MDC algorithm is fully described in Section 3.2.1.3 and Section 3.2.2.1.

3.1 RoI Extraction Metrics

We define the RoI of a frame as those objects of the frame that are usually in sharp

focus during recording. In photography, sharp photos means that you want an object

to be in focus with clear lines and no blurring. In other words interesting objects are

those that whose depth is not very far from the camera compared to other parts of

the frame. It is worth mentioning that when a video is recorded, important objects

are usually selected to be in sharp focus, and the background is slightly blurred. In

general, a photographer changes depth of field to control how much of a frame is in

sharp focus. After, extracting the map for interesting objects, we divide a frame into

three regions and change the bandwidth for different regions. We call these regions

the following:

• region I, or, the background,

• region II, or, the interesting objects,

• region III, or, the edge of those interesting objects.

To identify the RoI of the scene, we evaluate two metrics from the second-order statis-

tics of the depth map image in a block-wise manner, and compare their performance.

Generally, the depth information of an object includes low-frequency content data

as an object can only be located in one place at a time. Therefore, the RoI can be

extracted by filtering low-frequency parts of the frame which aren’t located very far

from the camera. To this end, we will introduce a hierarchical block division (HBD)

algorithm as presented in [140] to find areas with similar depth values (which are
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indicated as low-frequency data). Metrics used in this thesis to extract RoI map

are Coefficient of Variation(CV) and Variance (PV). We will demonstrate that CV

outperforms PV as shown by the simulation results presented in the next chapter. It

is worth mentioning that CV is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the

mean [142,143], and calculated for each block as shown in Equation (3.1).

CV Bl
k =

σBl
k

µBl
k

, (3.1)

where Bl
k stands for kth block in lth iteration of HBD algorithm (HBD algorithm will

be explained in the next section); k varies from one to the total number of blocks in

each iteration. For example in the first iteration, the total number of blocks is one.

We will talk more about the range of l and k later. σBl
k and µBl

k are also the standard

deviation and the average of kth block in lth iteration of the depth map image and

are shown in Equation (3.2) and Equation (3.3), respectively.

σBl
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NBl
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and

µBl
k =

1

NBl
kMBl

k

NBl
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i=1

MBl
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d
Bl

k
ij , (3.3)

where NBl
k and MBl

k are the number of columns and rows of kth block in lth iteration

(Bl
k), respectively. d

Bl
k

ij is the depth value of the pixel located at column i and row j

of block Bl
k.

The alternative metric used in this thesis is pixel variation or dispersion of pixels’

depth values in the block Bl
k, called PV . PV of block Bl

k is calculated as Equa-

tion (3.4).

PV Bl
k =

1

NBl
kMBl

k

NBl
k∑

i=1

MBl
k∑

j=1

(d
Bl

k
ij − µBl

k)2, (3.4)

where µBl
k is the average of kth block in lth iteration of the depth map image, and is

already shown in Equation (3.3).
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Generally,PVofablockisapositivevalueandindicateshowmuchdepthvalue

ofpixelsofablockareclosetothemeanorspreadoutoverawiderrange.Blocks

withlargePVareprobablyrelatedtoseveralobjectsoredges. Welabelthispartof

theframeasregionIII.InFigure3.1pixelsrelatedtoregionIIIofthefirstframeof

boththevideos“Interview”and“Orbi”areshown.

(a)Video“Interview”

(b)Video“Orbi”

Figure3.1:ExampleofregionIII.

Becausethedepthinformationofanobjectcontainslow-frequencycontentsnat-

urally,thepixeldepthvaluesofanobjectaresimilar.Thispartoftheframeiscalled

RegionII.RegionIIinFigure3.2isshowingtheobjectsofinterestdepictedfromthe

videos“Interview”and“Orbi”,respectively.

BlockswithverysmallPV(explainedlater)arerelatedtothefardistancedback-

groundortheplanarobjects,forexample,awall. Wecallthispartoftheframeas

regionI.Figure3.3showsthearearelatedtotheRegionIofthefirstframeofboth

videos,“Interview”and“Orbi”.
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(a)Video“Interview”

(b)Video“Orbi”

Figure3.2:ExampleofregionII.

(a)Video“Interview”

(b)Video“Orbi”

Figure3.3:ExampleofregionI.
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Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show the probability density function (PDF) and the

cumulative density function (CDF) of PV for two sample videos entitled “Interview”

and “Orbi”. In Figure 3.4, the PDF (Pr(PV = x), 0 < x < +∞) of the PV values

for these two videos depict pixels that are classified into the following three regions:

regions I, II, and III. region I demonstrates that pixels of the frames have very low

depth variation. Due to this very low variation region, the CDF is shown to start

from a nonzero point in Figure 3.5.

Pixels related to region III are shown in Figure 3.4 as a small peak when the PV

value is greater than 5. In Figure 3.5, region III starts from the point that the slope

of the CDF graph changes from steep to moderate. region II in Figure 3.4 is related

to the second peak and CDF in Figure 3.5 for its steep slope. For the remainder of

this thesis, regions I, II, and III will be named background region, region of interest

(or interesting objects’ region) and edges region, respectively.
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(a) Video “Interview”
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(b) Video “Orbi”

Figure 3.4: The probability density function of PV for the first frame of video
“Interview” (left) and “Orbi” (right). As can be seen, three regions are distin-
guished for both video tests. These regions show blocks with depth variation
very closed to zero, between zero and one, and greater than one (approximately)
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(a)
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Video“Interview” (b)Video“Orbi”

Figure3.5: ThecumulativedensityfunctionofPV forthefirstframeofvideo
“Interview”(left)and“Orbi”(right).LikeitsPDF,threedifferentregionscan
berecognizedforbothvideotests.

IncomparisontoPV,theCV ofablockalsovariesfromzerotoinfinity. As

discussedin[144]and[145],CVcanbeusedasameasurementtoolofthelevelof

heterogeneityorclusteringforarandomprocess.Theyshowedthatarealizationofa

processwithasuper-PoissoncharacteristicresultsinaCVgreaterthanone,whilea

sub-PoissoncharacteristicresultsinCVlessthanone,andaPoissoncharacteristic

resultsinCVequalone.Becausethedepthvaluesofallpixelsforanobjectarevery

similar,theCVmetriccanbeusedasabenchmarkmetrictodeterminethelevelof

clusteringandconsequentlyabletoextractobjectsfromthedepthmapimage.

AscanbeseeninFigures3.1to3.3,theperformanceoftheRoIextractionalgo-

rithmisnothighenough.ForexampleinFigure3.2,therearesomemissingblocks

inthemiddleofinterestingobjects;orsomeblockshavebeendetectedasRoIinthe

backgroundwhichareinfactnotinterestingobjects. Thisisduetothefactthat

itisnotaccuratetousestandarddeviationofdifferentblocks(seeEquation(3.2))

forevaluationandcomparison.Inotherwords,pixelvariationsofrespectiveblocks

foundindifferentscalesneedtobenormalized.

Therefore,weareusingmetricCVastheratiostandarddeviation(σ)tothemean

(µ)(seeEquation(3.1)). WhenCVofablockequalsone,thenthedepthvaluesof
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thatblockhavethesamemeanandstandarddeviationvalues.Itcanalsobeargued

thatblockswithlargeCV valuesareprobablyrelatedtoseveralobjectsoredges

whileblockswithverysmallCVvaluesarerelatedtothebackgroundofthevideo

frame. Consequently,theyarenottheinterestingpartoftheframethattheRoI

extractionalgorithmislookingfor.

(a)

0 1 2
CV value
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0.1
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P
D
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Region II

Video“Interview” (b)Video“Orbi”

Figure3.6:PDFofCVfordepthmapimage(frame1).
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(a) Video “Interview”
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Figure 3.7: CDF of CV for depth map image (frame 1).

The typical probability density function (PDF ) and cumulative density function

(CDF ) of CV values for videos “Interview” and “Orbi” are shown in Figures 3.6

and 3.7, respectively. Like Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the same argument is applicable for

PDF and CDF as shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. A sample of map detection for

region II (interesting objects) using the CV metric is shown in Figure 3.8.
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(a)Video“Interview”

(b)Video“Orbi”

Figure3.8:ExampleofregionIIdetectedbyCV.

Ascanbeseeninthisfigure,theidentifiedRoIwithCVvaluesisconsiderably

moreaccuratethanthesimilarregionshowninFigure3.2.ComparedtoFigure3.2,

thereisnomissedblockinsideofinterestingobjects,nordoesthebackgroundinclude

interestingobjects. MoreresultsforcomparisonbetweentheperformanceofPV

metricandCVmetricwillbepresentedinSection4.2.

3.2 MDCAlgorithm

Thisthesisproposestwo multipledescriptioncoding methodsfocusingonregion

ofinterest(RoI)oftheframe. These methodswhicharecalledspatial multiple

descriptioncodingandspatiotemporalmultipledescriptioncoding,areexplainedin

Section3.2.1andSection3.2.2,respectively.

3.2.1 Spatial MultipleDescriptionCodingFocusingonRoI

Figure3.9showstheblockdiagramsofthefirst MDCmethod,i.e.spatial MDC

method.Aslabelledonthefigure,thismethodincludesthreeparts:RoIExtraction
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Algorithm, MDC Polyphase Subsampling Algorithm, and Descriptions Enhancement

Algorithm. Each part will be explained in detail in Section 3.2.1.1, Section 3.2.1.2,

and Section 3.2.1.3.

In summary, first we split the depth map image and extract the map for regions

I, II, and III with the help of the algorithm explained in Section 3.2.1.1. Then four

symmetrical descriptions are created using a polyphase sub-sampling algorithm as ex-

plained in Section 3.2.1.2. Afterward, as explained in Section 3.2.1.3 the descriptions

are modified so that the ROI and the edges regions contain more information. The

performance of this method will be examined in the next chapter.
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Figure3.9:BlockdiagramofthespatialMDCmethod.
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3.2.1.1 RoI Extraction Algorithm

As shown in Figure 3.9, the first step of the proposed encoder is to determine which

parts of the frame are more important. The key requirement of this process is that it

must have a low complexity algorithm to detect the interesting objects in the frame.

A depth map can be used to extract the RoI map because it includes low frequency

content compared to the color video frames that contain such a variety of frequency

components.The depth map image consists of two major components:

• Low-frequency contents: the depth information for natural objects is usually

similar, the depth map image mainly contains low-frequency contents.

• Edges: depth maps usually show sharp edges due to the different depth infor-

mation of foreground and background objects.

The RoI extraction algorithm uses the characteristics of the depth map image and

extracts the map of RoI using one of the metrics explained in the previous section.

Figure 3.10 shows the hierarchical block division (HBD) algorithm used by this

thesis to identify the objects. The RoI range is defined as the distance between

σmin and σmax, in this figure. σmin is the threshold which is used to separate the

very far objects in the background from the interesting objects and σmax is the limit

used to detect edges of the interesting objects. Clearly, the RoI range is different

for two metrics that were introduced in Section 3.1 and shown by [σPV
min, σ

PV
max] and

[σCV
min, σ

CV
max]. The minimum thresholds are set so that the distant background can be

separated from the interesting objects. Based on our experiment results in Figures 3.4

to 3.7, σPV
min and σCV

min can be a value approximately between [0.1 0.3] and [0.01 0.1],

respectively. The maximum thresholds are selected to separate the interesting objects

from their edges. As can be seen in Figures 3.4 to 3.7, σPV
max and σCV

max can also be a

value approximately between [1 3] and [0.5 1], respectively. It is worth mentioning

that NTot
itr is the total possible number of iterations that can be run by the hierarchical

block division algorithm.
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Figure 3.10: The algorithm of identifying important pixels.
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Figure 3.10 illustrates the four major steps of this algorithm:

• Step 1: Create two empty lists (L1&L2), and assign the entire depth map

image as one block to L1. Then start the first iteration as explained in step 2.

• Step 2: Check if the algorithm reaches the limit of NTot
itr or if all blocks in L1

are with PV or CV values smaller than σPV
max or σCV

max, respectively. If yes, go

to step 4. If not, go to step 3. Clearly, in the first iteration there is only one

block in L1 and its metrics are with the strong probability greater than σmax.

• Step 3: For every block in L1 with the metric value greater than the threshold,

divide the block into four equal sized blocks and assign them to L2. Any block

with metric value less than the threshold is assigned without change to L2. After

having checked all the blocks in L1, L1 is updated with L2 and L2 is cleared.

Then return back to the second step.

• Step 4: All blocks in L1 with metric values less than σmin are considered as

region I. Blocks with metric values within the RoI range are considered as region

II and remaining blocks are classified as region III .

In the hierarchical block division algorithm, a block is partitioned into smaller

blocks by dividing the width and height of the block by a factor 2 in each iteration.

It is worth mentioning that NTot
itr should be defined in order that the minimum block

size be greater than a 2 × 1 or 1 × 2 pixels block size. This is due to the fact that

both metrics used in this algorithm evaluate pixel variation where there is at least

two pixels to measure the variation.

A sample hierarchical block division process is shown in Figure 3.11. You may

assume that the numbers inside the blocks represent typical values for the metric

values used in the algorithm. For this figure, it also has been assumed that the

resolution of the depth map image is 16 × 16 pixels and the smallest block is of the

size 2 × 2. Clearly, NTot
itr is 4 and σmax can be assumed as 10. The highlighted

blocks in the fourth iteration are showing the important region of the frame that

the proposed algorithm is looking for. As can be seen in this example, there are

some blocks with large metric values resulting in further partitioning but because the

number of algorithm iteration reaches NTot
itr , the algorithm stops partitioning blocks.

In this example, σmin was not defined, but in practice this parameter should be used
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Figure3.11:HierarchicaldivisionprocesstoidentifyRoIwithσmax=10.

inordertoseparateveryfarbackgroundobjectswithverysmalldepthvalues(close

tozero)frominterestingobjectsinthedepthmapimage.Becausethebackground

regionisoftenoutoffocusduringthecapturingofvideos,thisbackgroundregion

alsoneedstobeexcludedfromRoIintheproposedalgorithm.Performancesofthe

RoIextractionalgorithmforthemetricsPVandCVareexaminedandcomparedin

Chapter4.

3.2.1.2 MDCPolyphaseSubsamplingAlgorithm

Tohavereliablevideostreaming,theproposednewspatialMDCalgorithmexploits

theMultipleDescriptionCoding(MDC)strategyfor3Dvideos. Tothisend,four
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descriptionsarecreatedusingPolyphaseSubSampling(PSS).PSS-MDCistheba-

siclowcomplexmethodthatcanbeusedinthespatialdomaintohaveareliable

transmissionintheerrorproneenvironment. AscanbeseeninFigure3.12,with

thePSS-MDCencoderusedbytheproposedmethodeverydescriptionincludesone

of2×2pixels.SincethenewspatialMDCalgorithmisappliedon3Dstereoscopic

videos,thePSS-MDCencoderneedstobeappliedonbothcoloranddepthmap

frameseparately.

Figure3.12:PolyphaseSubSamplingMDCencoderusedinFigure3.9(Z1H andZ
1
V

arehorizontalandverticalshift,respectively).

3.2.1.3 SpatialDescriptionsEnhancementAlgorithm

AlthoughthemostimportantadvantageofthePSS-MDCencoderisitssimplicity,

thereisnoadjustmenttoolstoincreasetheredundancytoavoiderrorsinthestrong

noisyenvironment.Tofixthis,thenewspatialMDCalgorithmenhancesthespatial

resolutionforareasthatarelesspredictableandalsoonobjectsofinterestthatare

moreimportanttofocuson.

ThesectionlabelledasPartIIIinFigure3.9showstheblockdiagramofspatial

descriptionsenhancementalgorithm. Ascanbeseen,twodifferentalgorithmsare

appliedtothecolorvideoandthedepthmapstream.Forthedepthmapstream,the
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resolution of each description is enhanced according to its prediction difficulty. Since

the metrics defined in this thesis evaluate the variation between adjacent pixels, it can

be said that pixels of the depth map frame are clustered into regions I to III according

to their difficulty prediction levels. This means that the region I, which includes pixels

with very low variations, remains without any change. Pixel resolution in the region II

is enhanced to one second for each description in the encoder by picking any pixels of

2× 2 pixels other than the pixel was initially assigned to the description. Since it has

been assumed that three descriptions are lost due to the unreliable communication

and only one description is available in the decoder, it is of minor importance that

which pixel is added to the pixels in the one forth resolution. Since the region III

contains pixels with large variations, it is likely that the prediction of a pixel (in

case of missing) from adjacent pixels leads to error. As a result, this region’s pixel

resolution has increased to a fuller pixel resolution for each description.

Since the region’s clustering algorithm is done using the depth map image rather

than the color video frame, it cannot reflect the pixels’ value variations for the color

video frame. Therefore, the above-mentioned argument is no longer applicable. One

suggestion with regards to the color video is to apply the proposed RoI detection

algorithm on the color video stream in order for it to extract RoI map based on

the pixel variation found in the color video frame; but the drawback is its greater

complexity due to a wide variety of colors inherently part of any scene naturally.

As a result, the hierarchical block division algorithm needs more time to identify

different regions in the frame. Another suggestion is to use the RoI map extracted

from the depth map image to then focus on region II for the enhancement of pixel

resolution in the color video frame rather than on region III which is performed

within the depth map stream. Since the human eye is more sensitive to objects

rather than of pixels, this suggestion introduces better performance with regards to

the subjective assessment. Also, it can provide improvement with regards to the

objective assessment since the recording of moving objects which are inherently part

of the scene, are now more focused. Because all video coding standards use differential

pulse code modulation (DPCM) and proximate pixels’ values of the objects in the

color video frame, the increase of the resolution of those parts of a frame that include

the RoI can be compensated by DPCM algorithm in point of compression ratio.

Therefore, with regards to the color video stream, region II and III are enhanced to

full and one-second resolution, respectively. Region I remains with the same resolution
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as before (one fourth). This enhancement algorithm helps to perfectly recover the

RoI in the instance of missing a description, although at the expense of increased

redundancy.

3.2.2 Spatiotemporal Multiple Description Coding Focusing

on RoI

Figure 3.13 shows the block diagrams of the hybrid MDC method, i.e. the spatiotem-

poral MDC method. As with the spatial MDC Algorithm presented previously, it

includes three primary parts: the RoI Extraction Algorithm, the MDC Polyphase

Subsampling Algorithm, and the Descriptions Enhancement Algorithm. The first two

parts are the same as before (for more details see Section 3.2.1.1 and Section 3.2.1.2).

Only part III, the description enhancement algorithm, differs. As opposed to the

previous algorithm, which gave more bandwidth to regions II and III, this algorithm

decreases the bandwidth assigned to region I and increases it to regions II and III.

Section 3.2.2.1 describes this method in more detail. The performance of this method

will be examined in the next chapter.



74Figure 3.13: Block diagram of the spatiotemporal MDC method.
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3.2.2.1 Spatiotemporal Descriptions Enhancement Algorithm

The spatial descriptions enhancement algorithm assigns more bandwidth to the ROI

and edges than to the background, as discussed in the previous section. Therefore

after reconstructing the video at receiver, only main objects are displayed with high

quality and background objects are shown with a lower quality. It is worth mentioning

that background is the part of a frame that usually has slow movement. Therefore

a missed pixel can be predicted more accurately from the pixel located at the same

position from the adjacent frames. Thus instead of looking at surrounding pixels

at the same frame, it is better to look for a similar pixel at the adjacent frames.

To compensate for the redundancy added to each description for the RoI part, the

encoder drops every other background (or I in this thesis). As mentioned earlier,

Figure 3.13 shows the block diagram of spatiotemporal MDC method.

Figure 3.14 shows how the temporal modification process augments each descrip-

tion information. As shown in Figure 3.14a for every four frames, each description

increases the resolution of background (or not RoI part) to the full resolution. For

example, in description one, only frames 1, 5, ... have complete resolution information

of the background. To avoid a huge increase in the volume of data in each description,

the first and third frames after the full resolution frame are completely dropped from

each description and they are predicted from the adjacent frames. Because of the low

movement of background, the missed frame can be reconstructed with higher quality.
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(a)Temporaldecimationalgorithm

(b)Temporalmultipledescriptioncoding

Figure3.14:Temporalmodificationprocess:Figure3.14ashowsthetemporaldec-
imationprocess(green:increasetheresolutiontofullresolutionafter MDC
decimation,yellow:withoutchange,red:dropped)andFigure3.14bdescribes
howdescriptionsarecreatedusingatemporalMDCalgorithm(Z1Tistimeshift
ornextframe).

Itshouldbenotedastheproposedmethodtargetthelivestreamapplicationand

timeiscrucial,decoderlooksforthemissedpixelsinthepreviousframe.

3.3 Conclusion

Multipledescriptioncoding(MDC)isasolutionagainstpacketfailurewhenmulti-

mediaarestreamedthroughthenetworkinerrorproneenvironment. WithMDC,

onevideodescriptionispartitionedintoseveralseparatelydecodabledescriptions.

Intheinstanceofmissingadescriptionduringtransmission,thedecoderiscapable

toestimatethelostdescriptionfromothererrorfreedescription(s).Toimprovethe

basicspatialpartitioningandtobeapplicableto3Dvideos,anonidenticaldecima-

tionalgorithmforthestereoscopicvideoshasbeenprovided. Ouralgorithmworks

basedonexistingobjectsinthesceneandassignsmorebandwidthtotheregionof
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interest. It is worth mentioning that they are many neural network or learning al-

gorithms to extract objects; however, learning algorithms relies on training. Such

algorithms need to be trained first to be able to recognize specific objects and in case

of having object other than trained objects it fails. Unlike the learning algorithms

the provided algorithm does not require training and is applicable on any stereoscopic

video. In addition to that, one restriction for learning algorithms is complexity to

consider many scenarios and choose the best solution for the objective function. Such

property, make learning algorithms unpractical for live stream application in which

time is very crucial.



Chapter 4

Experiments and Results

4.1 Test Setup Information

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the simulation tests used to evaluate the

proposed MDC methods. First, we explain how tests were conducted and what is the

goal of the tests. Then we introduce the video test sequences used in our simulation.

We will then discuss the results.

4.1.1 Test Scenarios

In this thesis we conducted two test scenarios in general as described in Section 4.1.1.1

and Section 4.1.1.2.

4.1.1.1 Test Scenario One

We are testing how missing descriptions affects the reconstruction of video at the

receiver. In this scenario, we consider the worst-case scenario with the least amount

of description available at the receiver. The steps to perform this test scenario are as

follows:

1. We first need to split the depth map image from the color image as the input

video is in YUVA format and its chroma and depth subsampling format is

4:2:2:4.

2. The RoI map image is then extracted from the depth map image using the

algorithm explained in Section 3.2.1.1. As explained in Section 3.2.1.1, we are

78
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extracting the RoI map using two metrics PV and CV . The result is also

compared in Section 4.2.

3. Four descriptions are created with a poly phase subsampling algorithm as ex-

plained in Section 3.2.1.2. In order to assign more bandwidth to areas of in-

terest, descriptions need to be modified. As explained in Section 3.2.1.3 and

Section 3.2.2.1, descriptions are modified in two domains: “spatial” and “spa-

tiotemporal”.

4. The descriptions now must be encoded. In this thesis, we are using H.264/AVC

reference software (JM 19.0) [146] and H.265/HEVC reference software (HM

6.0) [147] to encode the test videos. To encode with reference software, I frames

(or independent reference frames) are repeated every 4 frames and only P (or

predicted frame) frames are used between I frames. It is worth mentioning that

predicted frame holds only the changes in the image from the previous frame.

To simulate this scenario for different rates, we changed the Q parameter at the

reference software from 20 to 40 in increment of 5. (Q parameter is used for the

quantization. Generally how smaller the Q is, the lower quantization error and

better quality are.)

5. In order to consider an error-prone environment, we assume that there is only

one description available at the receiver. Since the descriptions are symmetrical,

it does not matter which description is available at the receiver. Picking the first

description, we interpolate missed pixels using neighboring pixels. The results

will be examined in Section 4.3.1.

The objective in this scenario is to examine the robustness of the proposed method

if three descriptions are completely lost. We expect to have a higher quality of

reconstruction compared video decoded by the normal MDC (without focusing RoI

pat). When the proposed hybrid MDC is used, the improvement is even greater.

4.1.1.2 Test Scenario Two

We are simulating random packet failure in this scenario, which is common in network

communication. For this purpose, we segment and encode all descriptions with I

frames for every 4 frames and the Q parameters set to 30. Each encoded segment is

then divided into 1500-byte packets. The packets are dropped at a random rate of
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2.5% and 5% to simulate a noisy channel or poor network transmission quality. A

drop rate of more than 2.5% indicates poor network quality. The details of this system

will be discussed in Section 4.3.2. Then, we reconstruct the video from the available

packets. This scenario is intended to determine whether the proposed method can

actually be implemented. For this scenario, we also expect to have a better result

however it is not as much as the previous scenario as packets of all descriptions may

be lost and there is no available description for that segment to do the estimation. In

this case the decoder estimate the lost data from the same position of the previous

block.

4.1.2 Test Video Sequences

The following three types of 3D video were used in this thesis:

1. A stereoscopic video sequence called “Interview” and a stereoscopic video se-

quence called “Orbi” were originally distributed in Standard Definition (SD)

TV format (576 × 720) at a framerate of 25 frames/second. Using a depth

map camera, these test sequences produce clean depth map frames. “Orbi” is

a very complex test video with multiple objects at different depths and camera

movements. Video “Interview” is a motionless background and fixed camera

sequence, which simulates video conference scenarios [2, 148]. The chroma and

depth subsampling format is 4:2:2:4 (The first 4 refers to the size of the sample.

The two following 2 both refer to chroma. They are both relative to the first

number and define the horizontal and vertical sampling respectively. The last

4 indicates the resolution of the depth map). There are also 90 frames in each

sequence.

2. Two stereoscopic video sequences called “Break dance and “Ballet and are ini-

tially in extended graphics array (XGA) format (768 × 1024) and 15 frames/s

frame rate. Both sequences are captured with static multi-view cameras gener-

ated by the Interactive Visual Media group at Microsoft Research [149]. This

thesis utilizes the fourth camera view and related depth map computed from

stereo-views. In the video “Break dance”, one object moves rapidly in the

foreground and several objects remain motionless in the background. Contrary

to the video “Break dance, the video “Ballet contains a stationary object in

the foreground and the main non-stationary object is located behind it [2].
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Chromatic and depth subsampling formats are 4:2:2:4, and the total number of

frames is 90.

3. A video sequence called “Pingpong” created as part of this thesis at Carleton

University, originally had the resolution of (1024 × 2048) and a frame rate of

30 frames/s. As JM software does not support resolutions more than 1K, the

video was decimated to 512× 1024. The depth map frame was generated using

depth map automatic generator (DMAG) [150] and the video was captured

using two fixed-position cameras. like the other two types, the chroma and

depth subsampling format is 4:2:2:4, and total number of frames is 150.

The hierarchical block division algorithm described in Chapter 3 is used to extract

ROI from a frame by first halving it in both width and height dimensions, making

smaller blocks with depth changes less than a threshold.

As described in Chapter 3, we are using the hierarchical block division algorithm

to extract RoI of a frame, first. To this end, a frame is halved hierarchically in both

width and height dimensions to make smaller blocks with depth change less than a

threshold. It should be noted that for “Interview” and “Orbi” video sequences, the

width of the depth map frame, which is 720, is not divisible after the fourth iteration

(as 720 equals 24 × 32 × 5). To be able to continue the hierarchical block division

algorithm after the fourth iteration, we extend the depth width to 768 (= 28 × 3)

by adding zeros to the left side of the depth map image. With the same argument,

the height of the depth map frame is assumed to be 512 (= 28 × 2). Therefore, the

acceptable minimum size of a block at the end of the hierarchical division algorithm

is 2× 3 which is achieved after the eighth iteration (this means that the NTot
itr equals

8 and the minimum block size after the eighth iteration of the hierarchical block

division algorithm is 6 pixels).

The minimum and maximum thresholds used for the tests presented in this thesis

are [σPV
min = 0.3, σPV

max = 3] and [σCV
min = 0.01, σCV

max = 0.75]. In the remainder of this

thesis, we will first discuss the complexity of the proposed algorithm in general. Then,

both the performance and complexity of the proposed MDC methods using CV and

also PV will be compared. Thereafter, we will evaluate the performance of the new

proposed spatial MDC algorithm for streaming in the error prone environment.

It is worth mentioning that in this thesis we used PSNR (Peak signal-to-noise

ratio) and SSIM (structural similarity index) for assessment purpose. PSNR is an

technical term for the ratio between the maximum possible value of a image and the
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power of corrupting noise and is usually expressed as a logarithmic quantity using the

decibel scale. PSNR is commonly used to quantify reconstruction quality for images

and video subject to lossy compression. SSIM is a term for predicting the perceived

quality of video and is used for measuring the similarity between two images. These

two metric are chosen in this thesis as they are the most common methods and also

to have a compassion between our method with similar works.

4.2 Performance Examination of Metrics

The ROI of the frame is calculated using two metrics described in Section 3.1. We

run our block division algorithm on the depth map image to cluster a frame to three

regions: from Region I with a lower depth change to Region III with a higher depth

change. Figure 4.1 shows the identified Regions I to III using PV and CV metrics.

With the CV metric, the identified Region II is clearly more accurate than with the

PV metric. The same scenario is also applicable to the Region I. As can be seen in

part (d) of Figure 4.1 there are some important pixels that have not been identified as

the region II (RoI). Also we have detected some missed pixels in region I (background)

with PV as shown in part (b) of Figure 4.1. An inaccuracy in identifying different

regions with PV can be attributed to the fact that the pixel values of different blocks

are in different ranges. Therefore the pixel variation (PV ) cannot be an appropriate

metric to be used when extracting for regions I and II. To fix this problem as argued

before, it is necessary to normalize the pixel variation metric (PV ). Indeed, the CV

metric is the normalized pixel variation and works like a smoothing filter. Although

using normalized pixel variation metric (CV ) provides a considerable improvement

in the extraction of regions I and II, such performance is not shown when using the

CV metric in identifying region III (which stands for the edges). As can be seen

in Figure 4.1, the detected edges shown in part (g) is not as clear as the detected

edges shown in part (f). The reason for that can be the smoothing effect brought

about by the normalization using the CV metric. As the blocks that contain edges

are considered as blocks with high-frequency contents, a high-frequency filter like the

pixel variation measurement (PV ) is more beneficial for identifying the edges.
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(a)Originalvideoframe.

(b)ExtractedregionIbyPV. (c)ExtractedregionIbyCV.

(d)ExtractedregionIIbyPV. (e)ExtractedregionIIbyCV.

(f)ExtractedregionIIIbyPV. (g)ExtractedregionIIIbyCV.

Figure4.1: PerformancecomparisonbetweenidentifiedregionsI-IIIforthefirst
frameofvideo“Interview”.
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Figure4.2showstheoriginal2Dvideoframes(the87thframeofvideo“Interview”

andthe1stframeofvideo“Orbi”),aswellastheiridentifiedROIs.Detectingpixels

relatedtothehandsofobjectsinthevideo“Interview”duringhandshaking(moving

objects)canshowtheacceptableperformanceofthealgorithmforrealizingRoI.This

figurealsoshowsagoodperformanceforthesecondtestsequence,i.e.video“Orbi”.

Ascanbeseenobjectsinthisvideohavebeenidentifiedverywellbytheproposed

algorithm.

Figure4.2:AsampleperformanceofRoIidentificationusingmetricPV:(a)Orig-
inal2Dvideo(video“Interview”).(b)DetectedRoI(video“Interview”).(c)
Original2Dvideo(video“Orbi”).(d)DetectedRoI(video“Orbi”).

Table4.1showstheaveragenumberofblocksindifferentsizesafterthehierarchi-

caldivisionalgorithmforthevideos“Interview”and“Orbi”.Ascanbeseen,there

isoneblockwiththesizeof24576(=128×192)usingPVmetricand4blocksof
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this size using CV metric for test video Interview. For video Orbi, there are only two

blocks of this size using PV metric or CV metric. The reason that these numbers are

equal is we have several objects in video Orbi. This causes difficulty to detect objects

and both metrics work with the same performance. It is worth mentioning this table

only includes the data related to the first frame. This means that about 5 ∼ 9% of the

entire depth map image is excluded from being more partitioned and stopped after

the second iteration of the hierarchical division algorithm. Considering the second

large block size for PV metric in Table 4.1, i.e. 6144 (= 64× 96), it can be said that

the hierarchical division process will be stopped for more than one-third of the entire

depth map image in the video Interview and one fourth of the depth map image in

video Orbi after the third iteration. This result shows that the hierarchical division

algorithm does not give rise to a high load of calculation in this proposed algorithm.

Using the CV metric results in a decrease in the complexity level as compared to the

PV metric. As can be seen the largest block size for the CV metric is increased to

98304 (= 256× 384) and the average number of blocks with the size of 24576 is two

in the video Interview and three in video Orbi for metric CV .
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Table 4.1: Number of blocks with different sizes after hierarchical division algorithm
using metrics PV and CV b (first frame only).

(a) Video “Interview”.

Metric PV Metric CV

Blocks’ size No. Blocks percent No. Blocks percent

6 (2× 3) 3401 5 2168 3

24 (4× 6) 995 6 358 2

96 (8× 16) 509 12 169 4

384 (16× 24) 210 20 81 8

1536 (32× 48) 48 19 47 18

6144 (64× 96) 21 32 25 40

24576 (128× 192) 1 5 4 23

98304 (256× 384) 0 0 0 0

(b) Video “Orbi”.

Metric PV Metric CV

Blocks’ size No. Blocks percent No. Blocks percent

6 (2× 3) 5254 8 2264 3

24 (4× 6) 1056 6 378 2

96 (8× 16) 505 12 160 4

384 (16× 24) 177 17 72 7

1536 (32× 48) 74 29 52 20

6144 (64× 96) 11 17 13 20

24576 (128× 192) 2 9 2 10

98304 (256× 384) 0 0 1 33

Table 4.2 shows the average number of blocks for different metric values of PV

and CV . As can be seen, about 55% of the depth map image for video Interview

and 40% of the depth map image for the video Orbi have PV values less than 1.

In other words, for the video Interview more than one half and for video Orbi more
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Table 4.2: Number of blocks with different metric values after hierarchical division
algorithm.

(a) Video “Interview”.

Blocks’ size Percent of blocks with

6 24 96 384 1536 6144 24576 98304 metric value in a

(2× 3) (4× 6) (8× 16) (16× 24) (32× 48) (64× 96) (128× 192) (256× 384) specific range(%)

PV

≤ 1 663 372 173 76 22 18 0 0 55.68

1 ∼ 3 1008 618 336 134 25 3 0 0 41.64

3 ∼ 10 832 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.30

≥ 10 899 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.37

CV

≤ 0.1 646 277 151 68 38 19 0 0 56.74

0.1 ∼ 0.2 33 11 4 3 3 1 1 0 15.57

0.2 ∼ 0.3 45 16 6 4 4 2 0 0 5.96

0.3 ∼ 0.4 105 25 4 3 2 2 0 0 5.22

0.4 ∼ 0.5 53 29 4 4 0 0 0 0 14.55

≥ 0.5 1286 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.96

(b) Video “Orbi”.

Blocks’ size Percent of blocks with

6 24 96 384 1536 6144 24576 98304 metric value in a

(2× 3) (4× 6) (8× 16) (16× 24) (32× 48) (64× 96) (128× 192) (256× 384) specific range(%)

PV

≤ 1 543 295 173 69 34 5 0 0 39.37

1 ∼ 3 1681 753 332 108 39 6 0 0 55.95

3 ∼ 10 2276 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.53

≥ 10 754 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.15

CV

≤ 0.1 614 245 119 49 35 7 0 0 39.28

0.1 ∼ 0.2 59 28 12 9 6 2 0 0 6.76

0.2 ∼ 0.3 80 28 9 6 4 3 0 0 19.80

0.3 ∼ 0.4 135 35 10 5 4 1 0 0 21.54

0.4 ∼ 0.5 90 42 10 4 2 0 0 0 10.66

≥ 0.5 1286 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.96

than one-third of the depth map image have very close depth values. This is the

reason why the decimation of the depth map image does not affect its quality when

it is reconstructed in the decoder [127]. Table 4.2 also shows that about 95% of the

depth map image for both test video sequences have PV values less than 3. The

fact that about 95% of the depth map image have similar depth values result in no

longer needing to send the depth map image with its original resolution, justifies

why the nonidentical decimation is more advantageous than the identical decimation

suggested by Karim et al. in [127].

Table 4.3 compares the statistics of the blocks generated by the hierarchical di-

vision algorithm using two metrics PV and CV . As shown in the table, the average
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Table 4.3: Blocks specification

Video Interview Orbi

Metric PV

Average Number of
blocks per frame

5184.1 7078.47

Average block size 4.08 × 6.12 3.51 × 5.27

Average of PV values 6.86 4.3

Metric CV

Average Number of
blocks per frame

2853.27 2942.2

Average block size 4.22 × 6.33 3.91 × 5.86

Average of CV values 0.548 0.539

block size for videos Interview and Orbi after hierarchical division algorithm are

greater and the average number of blocks is considerably less when the CV metric is

used. This means fewer operations are required to identify the final blocks using the

CV metric. It also should be considered that the results obtained by the CV metric

have a greater performance when compared to the results gained by the PV metric

(see Figure 4.1). Therefore, better performance and less complexity can be achieved

by using the new CV metric.

4.3 Error Resiliency Performance Examination

To show how robust the proposed method is against error, we are using PSNR (peak

signal to noise ratio) and SSIM (structural index similarity) tools to evaluate the

image quality at decoder. It is worth mentioning that PSNR and SSIM are two

assessment tools widely used in multimedia applications to evaluate image quality.

PSNR is older than SSIM and computes the mean squared reconstruction error. Typ-

ical PSNR result values are between 30 dB to 50 dB for compression, where higher

means better quality. If the images significantly differ, PSNR is much lower, for exam-

ple, 15 dB. In practice, PSNR may turn out inconsistent with human eye perception.

The structural similarity algorithm aims to correct this. It has been developed to

have a quality reconstruction metric that also takes into account the similarity of the

edges (high-frequency content). In fact, it is designed based on luminance, contrast,

and structure to better suit the workings of the human visionary system [151].
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4.3.1 Test Results of Scenario One

Consider first a scenario in which the receiver only has one description. In this

scenario, the decoder estimates the unavailable pixels at receiver using the nearest

available pixel. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 compare PSNR and SSIM measurements

of the reconstructed color video for the video “Interview” using the basic poly phase

subsampling MDC method (PSS-MDC, as most of new MDC method method using

temporal MDC), the MDC method presented in [152], and the final proposed spatial

MDC algorithm with the help of PV and CV metrics. As can be seen in Figure 4.3,

compared to the work presented in [152] about 1 dB improvement with the PV

metric and about 2 dB improvement with the CV metric can be achieved for the

recreated video Interview. Our measurement shows that the improvement is more

(about 4 dB) when it is compared to the Poly phase SubSampling MDC method.

Such improvement comes from packing more related information (an object) in one

description. Since an object’s pixel information is more similar in comparison to

several objects’ pixels information, encoder compressed the description with more

compression ratio. On the other hand, since we have more information related to

the important objects, they are decoded with higher quality while not increasing the

bandwidth considerably. In point of SSIM, the improvement is about 2% as shown

in Figure 4.4. It is worth mentioning, that the most common MDC works is based

on temporal MDC and therefore there is not enough works to have a fair comparison

between our method with others’.
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Figure 4.3: Average PSNR assessment of video “Interview” (color image).

Figure 4.4: Average SSIM assessment of video “Interview” (color image).
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Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 also show the same measurement for the video “Orbi”.

Although a considerable improvement cannot be seen compared to the previous work

presented in [152], more than 2 dB improvement has been achieved by the new pro-

posed spatial MDC algorithm in comparison with the PSS-MDC method. It should

be noted that the simplicity of implementing the proposed method with CV is approx-

imately doubled according to Table 4.3. In this table, the hierarchical block division

algorithm for the PV metric is the same as the algorithm presented in [152]. Since

the average number of blocks is about 0.5 and the average size of blocks is greater for

the CV metric compared to the PV metric, we have concluded that the new proposed

spatial MDC algorithm using the CV metric is more efficient. Regarding the SSIM

assessment, the proposed algorithm provides about 3% improvement for both test

videos in high rate streaming compared to the PSS-MDC method.

Figure 4.5: Average PSNR assessment of video “Orbi” (color image).
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Figure 4.6: Average SSIM assessment of video “Orbi” (color image).

When it comes to the evaluation of the proposed algorithm for the reconstructed

depth map image, it shows a better performance. As shown in Figure 4.7 and Fig-

ure 4.8 for the video Interview and in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 for the video Orbi,

the improvement of the proposed algorithm is considerably evident. This can be due

to the fact that metrics PV and CV are calculated based on the depth map image

and therefore blocks with larger values of metrics PV and CV can be considered as

the least predictable blocks in the depth map image. Therefore, focusing on these

pixels in each description results in a more accurate reconstruction in the decoder.

In view of the PSNR assessment, about 8 dB for video Interview and more than 10

dB for video Orbi improvement have been achieved by the proposed algorithm. Such

high performance of the proposed algorithm in view of the SSIM assessment is also

more evident compared with the color video assessment. With regards to the SSIM

assessment, the proposed algorithm outperforms by more than 0.02 compared to the

PSS-MDC method.
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Figure 4.7: Average PSNR assessment of video “Interview” (depth image).

Figure 4.8: Average SSIM assessment of video “Interview” (depth image).
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Figure 4.9: Average PSNR assessment of video “Orbi” (depth image).

Figure 4.10: Average SSIM assessment of video “Orbi” (depth image).
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Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the PSNR assessment for two different test video

sequences, called “Ballet” and “Breakdancers”, generated by the interactive visual

media group at Microsoft research [149]. Unlike the previous test video sequences,

the new test video sequences include objects with very fast movement. As can be

seen in these figures, like previous experiments the proposed MDC method provide

improved performance. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 demonstrate the PSNR assessment of

these two test video sequences using the most recent video encoder, i.e. H.265/HEVC.

To implement H.265/HEVC encoder, we used H.265 reference software, HM 6.0 [147].

Figure 4.11: Average PSNR assessment of video Ballet using H.264 encoder (color
Image).
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Figure 4.12: Average PSNR assessment of video Breakdancers using H.264 encoder
(color Image).

Figure 4.13: Average PSNR assessment of video Ballet using H.265 encoder.

Before evaluating the hybrid MDC method, we compare the temporal MDC

method and primary spatial MDC method performance. Figure 4.15 shows the

PSNR assessment of both MDC types with two or four descriptions. In this test,

the colour image is partitioned spatially and temporally into two or four descriptions
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Figure 4.14: Average PSNR assessment of video Breakdancers using H.265 encoder.

and streamed toward the receiver. In the decoder, it is assumed that only one descrip-

tion is available and others are missed. Then the missed information is estimated from

the available description. As shown in Figure 4.15, temporal MDC performs much

better than spatial MDC in point of PSNR assessment, however, spatial MDC is

more robust against noise variation compared to the temporal MDC. As shown in

Figure 4.15 the slope of the graphs related to the spatial MDC for the large rate is

approximately zero while the slope for the temporal MDC is not zero. That means

that temporal MDC is more sensitive to noise compared to spatial MDC.
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Figure 4.15: Temporal MDC vs spatial MDC performance comparison for the video
“Interview”.

Also, it should be noted that these results are the average PSNR assessment of

all 90 frames. In fact, the successfully received frames are decoded with a PSNR

assessment around 54 dB for the large rate, while the missed frames are decoded

with PSNR about 37 dB. So there is a huge distance between the frame that received

successfully and the one estimated. For the spatial MDC, all frames are decoded with

PSNR assessment approximately 38 dB. It is worth mentioning that the test video

sequence selected for this test has very low movement and frames are very dependent;

therefore, the temporal MDC provides much better results.

Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 show the PSNR assessment of the proposed MDC

method with spatiotemporal enhancement algorithm for the color image of video

“Interview” and “Orbi”, respectively. The graphs compare the performance of the

proposed method and previous methods. As can be seen in Figure 4.16, the quality

of the reconstructed video of the test video sequence “Interview” is improved by

about 6 to 7 dB. First of all, this huge gap is due to the very low movement of

the background that we have in this test video sequence; therefore adding temporal

information improves the PSNR assessment significantly. As argued before, the slope

of PSNR assessment for the proposed method is smaller than the slope of the temporal

MDC and greater than the slope of the spatial MDC presented in Figure 4.15; so
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it is less sensitive to the noise variation compared to a pure temporal MDC type.

More importantly, the proposed method provides better performance compared to

the spatial MDC type. In Figure 4.17, we observe similar results for the test video

“Orbi”, however, the improvement is not as large as the improvement achieved for the

test video “Interview”. As shown in Figure 4.17, the proposed method outperforms

about 2 dB compared to previous methods.

Figure 4.16: Average PSNR assessment video “interview” usig hybrid MDC (color
image).
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Figure 4.17: Average PSNR assessment video “Orbi” usig hybrid MDC (color im-
age).

4.3.2 Test Results of Scenario Two

In Section 4.3.1, we assumed only one description of four descriptions is available,

which would result in a loss of 75% of the content, although it is not a realistic

scenario. As a way to simulate a real-world scenario, we examined our method with a

random packet loss scenario. Congestion on routers causes packets to be dropped as

a result of queues being full, which lead to packet loss. There are also instances when

links or network devices contain errors, causing packets to be incompletely delivered.

Other link indicators can be used to assess network quality; however, we evaluate a

link’s quality primarily based on the packet losses.

Quality of service is closely related to packet loss. A packet loss rate that is

acceptable for one application might not be acceptable for another. Depending on

the data being sent, the packet loss varies. Generally, packet loss between 5% and

10% of the total packet stream will significantly affect quality.

In audio and video applications specifically, packet loss less than 1% is considered

good [153]. The link quality is marked as “acceptable” if it is between 1% and 2.5%.

We have poor network quality if packet loss is around 2.5%-5%. 5%-12% packet
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loss consider if the network is very poor. If packet loss is greater than 12%, it is

bad. Packet loss above 10%-12% is unacceptable. In general, above 10%-12% packet

loss, there is an unacceptable level of packet losses, causing highly long timeout

connections, and video conferencing is unusable [154].

For this scenario we are using the video “pingpong” which include 150 frames (5

sec) captured by a 2 HD cameras. We segmented the video to 37 segments each with

4 frames and encode with JM software, with I frames are repeated every 4 frames and

only P frames are used between I frames. The result of having a 2.5% or 5% random

packet loss on the streamed video is shown in Table 4.4. we simulated our proposed

method and compared the result with the poly phase subsampling MDC method.

As can be seen around 0.5 dB improvement is achieved when the 2.5% packet loss

applied and around 1 db improvement is seen when when packet loss rate is 5%.

Table 4.4: Performance assessment of the proposed method with packet drop for
Q = 30.

Packet drop rate
Number of packets per segment

2.5% 5%

Average PSNR for primary spatial MDC with 4 descriptions 33.59 30.35 8

Average PSNR for proposed MDC method with spatial enhancement algorithm 34.01 31.15 10

4.4 Conclusion

Throughout this chapter, we presented our simulation results based on our MDC al-

gorithm evaluation. Two test scenarios were conducted. In the first scenario, it was

assumed only three descriptions were lost at receiver, and the decoder estimated the

lost descriptions from the only available description. Based on the objects present in

a scene, our algorithm allocates more bandwidth to the region of interest. Human

eyes are more sensitive to objects than pixels, so the proposed algorithm can provide

a better performance than the PSS MDC in terms of subjective assessment. Nev-

ertheless, the objective assessment results confirm that the proposed spatial MDC

algorithm has improved performance. The proposed algorithm enhances the current

basic decimation to a non-identical decimation for depth map images. The second test

scenario used a random packet failure rate of 2.5% or 5% to simulate poor network

quality and determine if our method is applicable in real life.



Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion

Multimedia applications are growing increasingly common due to digital communica-

tion developments over the past few decade. Nowadays, TV on-demand applications

such as Netflix, Amazon, Disney, etc are using available bandwidth more than other

types of applications, and operators are trying to increase their capacities to be able

to support their customers. In addition to the limited capacity, multimedia streaming

is affected by packet failure in the network due to packet loss, packet corruption, and

large packet delay. An appropriate solution against packet failure in the error-prone

environment can be multiple description coding (MDC). With MDC, one video de-

scription is partitioned into several separately decodable descriptions. In the instance

of missing a description during transmission, the decoder is capable to estimate the

lost description from other error-free description(s).

Live sport streaming events as one of popular video broadcast services are at-

tracting large number of audiences, nowadays. This type of application requires low

delay, long distance, and high quality transmission. Such requirements suggest to

avoid temporal MDC because of increased delay or frequency MDC due to complex-

ity and lower performance. To improve the primary spatial partitioning (applicable

to 3D videos), a nonidentical decimation algorithm for the stereoscopic videos has

been provided in this thesis. Our algorithm works based on existing objects in the

scene and assigns more bandwidth to the region of interest. The assessment results

confirm the improved performance achieved by the proposed spatial MDC algorithm.

With regard to the depth map image, most parts of the depth map have similar

depth values and therefore decimation in those parts can save bandwidth or storage

102
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without considerable quality degradation. However, for the parts of the frame with

high pixels’ value variation, it is recommended to keep the original resolution. There-

fore, with the new MDC methods, those parts of the depth map image that have

large variations are encoded with the original resolution.

5.2 Future Work

What we did in this thesis are, first, detecting Region of Interest, and second, cre-

ating MDC descriptions while assigning more bandwidth to the Region of Interest.

Our method allocated more bandwidth to the RoI via increasing its spatial resolu-

tion. In the second introduced MDC method, i.e, spatiotemporal MDC, we decreased

the bandwidth assignment to the background to reduce the total bandwidth assign-

ment (that had been increased by the first introduced MDC method). Because the

background region can be estimated from the previous frames with a better quality

compared to spatial estimation. In this section, we discuss a number of interesting

possibilities for the extension of the current work:

• Modify the description enhancement algorithm to enhance the quality of dif-

ferent regions using Q parameter instead of the spatial resolution. This way

we will have a more precise adjustment tools to increase or decrease the band-

width assignment to different regions. With the current method we only able

to double or quadruple the bandwidth assignment to RoI. Using Q parameter

as the adjustment tools, we will able to increment the bandwidth assignment

more precisely. In addition to such flexible adjustment tool, we will able to have

different number of descriptions as well.

• This method can be combined with the layered coding to provide flexibility to

the video stream. The description enhancement algorithm can add the enhance-

ment information to a enhancement layer and not to the base layer (which is

done in the current method). This way encoder streams the enhancement layers

if there is still available bandwidth after streaming of the base layer.
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